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"The South's Independent Weekly"

Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1965

114,500 Reported As
UNCF Drive Ends
Nearly $7,000 was reported era, $800 feom the 'Miss UNCF'
last week in the United Negro contest at LeMoyne College, and
College Fund campaign, bring- nearly $4,500 from business
ing the eurrent total to $14,597- firms including the annual con.16. The annual drive is due to tribution of $2,250 from J. Strickend Dec. 31.
land and Co., manufacturers of
The report included gifts from Royal Crown preparations.
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Officer Fired After
2nd Brutality Charge
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city and county school teachers, 1 The 'Miss UNCF" contest was
funds solicited by general work- won by Miss Gloria Copeland,
la senior at LeMoyne. She will
participate in the national 'Miss
UNCF' pageant during the annual convention of the UNCF
Alumni Council in Cleveland,
Ohio in February.

I

Harlem Group
Asks Relief
for Powell

I
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-: '

A second brutality charge On Nov. 11, Mrs. Garner and
within six months against a 28- her children claimed the offiyear-old police officer has re- cers came to the house,
and
sulted in the dismissal from the when her son, Robert, 14, anMemphis Police department of swered the door the pair walkPatrolman James E. Cross, and ed in and asked to see the
a five-day suspension for his mother.
partner, Patrolman M. L. Chris- Mrs. Garner said that at the
topher.
time the officers came, she W
Patrolman Cross was notified not fully dressed and when she
of his dismissal last week fol- eatne out of her bedroom, the
lowing an investigation of the two were standing in the hall.
latest complaint filed by Mrs. She said she asked them to
Barbara Garner, 31-year-old come into the living room. hut
mother of nine children, and that at that point one asked
wife of Robert Garner, a disc to use a phone, and when she
jot-key at Radio Station WDIA. said she (lid not have one, they
Mrs. Garner claimed that she ignored her and continued down
was beaten by Patrolman Cross the hall, looking into bedroom a
after she was arrested in her where her children were unhome after she asked officers dressed and in bed.
to leave the premises when they DRAGGED FROM HOUSE.
answered a disturbanje call on The officers said they infornt•
the night of Nov. ft.
ed Mrs. Garner of their reaMrs. Garner was charged son for being in the home and
with disorderly conduct and re- told her that if she did not
;sisting arrest, but both were dis- calm down, they would have
missed when the case was heard to arrest her.
on Nov. 24 before City Judge When she ran into her bedBernie Weinnian,
rootn, officer Cross followed
'her and she was dragged front
JUKE INCIDENT
Patrolman Cross was charged the house. In court, he said he
with brutality last June 3 in the was afraid that she would get
arrest of Noah T. Greene of a weapon and that was his rea1641 Davis st., and Mr. Davis son for racing into her bedcharged the officer of having room and subduing her.
severely beaten him before ar- Mrs. Garner charged that on
resting him for disorderly con- her way to Armour Station, after she and her son, Robert,
duct and resisting arrest.
When he appeared before the had been taken into custody,
then City Judge Beverly Boushe, the officer, on learning that she
Mr. Greene was represented by had nine children, said, "I bet
Atty. Russell B. Sugarinon, Jr., you don't know the father of
and the charges were amended any of them."
to using abusive language and She said that after she was
interfering with a police officer. booked and taken to a cell by
A fine of fifteen dollars and Patrolman Cross, she was beatcosts were levied against M$. en, kicked and fondled.
See Page 2
Greene.

, Squire H. T. Lockard, general
.chairman of the local campaign, expressed satistaction at
the manner in which the drive
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The is progressing and urged all vochairman of the Harlem Citi- luntee'r- Workers to make "one
"PEACE ON EARTH" — Standbag on the steps of Metrogroup sang carols, selections from Handel's "The Messiah,"
zens for Community Action (H-,more big effort" before the
politan Baptist church, where the choir presented selections
and other hymns of the season. Selections from the Bible
Christmas
holidays.
CCA) sought to obtain a reverduring a Christmas chapel program, the LeMoyne college
were read by Rev. John C. Mickle, college minister. The
sal of a 6575,000 defamation- Professors It. J. Roddy and
choir sings the traditional spiritual, "Go Tell It On The
choir was directed by Prof. John W. Whitaker, standing on
related judgement against Rep. Cornell Wells, co-chairman of
Mountain." During the program on last Friday morning, the
front row at left. (MLR Photo)
Adam Clayton Powell, la-N.Y. the County School Teachers Di- 1
—
vision, reported an additional'
•
The Rev. A. Kendall Smith ----,
>Jos pushing the division's to- i
met separately with represen- tat to date to $1,062. County
tatives of the Manhattan Dis- Schools included
in this week's
trict Attorney's office and the report were: Eads,
$18; Mitchellt
FBI to "present evidence' substantiating Powell's charges" er. _• 6
2.1n 11V1Ict; t.coLet N$Vj
against Mrs. Esther James, a
69-year-old Harlem widow.
A report of $781.50 pushed.the,
The Memphis branch of the not meet the financial demands
City School leachers Division
NAACP adopted a resolution on their meager salaries.
Mrs. James was awarded the total to 63.035.25.
Miss liarrT lost- Sunday
afternoon calling Although the hospital officials 1
$575,000 judgement
week: abl e Simons is
chairman of,
thafo
--ror a "clear and concise" state. take great pride in operating
by an actina state Supremel:division.
Reporting were
rfvde
— .- --,ment about the cost of services The hospital at a profit. the
Court justice who charged Po- Park, $104;
Dunbar, $69.50;
well was foot-dragging in pa Y.,Chicago Park,
$26; Getwell, $8; j Palmas at John Gaston los- NAACP says it is at the exing an April, 1963, defamation
pense of the poor who work at
judgement to Mrs. James fer ia total et
$53;'
Keel, $20; Porter,I The branch also request-4 the hospital for "starvation" A Negro alemphian's idea on Christmas rush — he had only
eng her a "bag woman","
$146.50; Melrose, an additional'th at the City Commission loves wages. Most of the workers are fusing the mail and eliminating his $72-a-month pension check
t collector, on television. $2 for a
total of $165.50; Patter. tigate and determttic the exreni Negroes, the NAACP charged. the extra mail carriers during to look forward to.
Rev. Smith said IICCA mem- ison, 624.50; Cummings, $25.50;1to which K. H. Crump Memorial It is claimed that some pa. the Christmas season is saying Mr. Williams, who attended
bers would continue to picket Caldvvell, $31; Hamilton High,,hospital is being used to con- tients who leave John Gaston the U.S. Government millions LeMoyne and Wilberforce beMrs. James' home in protest of $2°6; Georgia, $121; Manassas, hnue segregation in hospitals in hospital eventually pay more of dollars this year.
fore entering the postal service
for the services received there
partial report of $78; Hamilton,the city.
the state court ruling. The
But the man responsible for as a letter, carrier, has since
Elementary, $78. (Hanley's re- The branch said that many than do others who go to priketing began Thursday.
the idea which saved the Post completed a real estate corport last week should have read persons enter John Gaston tins- vale hospitals.
(;ffice $2 million the first year respondence course from the
He called the latest judg- $180.50.)
lila! in Vic belief G.:.it •1 I.,
that fusing was tried is none University of Tennessee's Ex'tient agr.inst Powell "another
I iel ig o,,ei ated for ..he I,or
the richer for his brainchild. tension Division and presently'
" Lots of Burglaries
example of the judical bigotry General workers reporting. the community, but that when
Mrs. Le Eleanor Benson (denA Christmas pageant entitled, :sembly and given by the
Ile is Jesse L. Williams of works for a real estate firm.
existing in the north."
NEW
l'OK
—
Noting
that
a
lists), $75; T. R. McLemore they leave the hospital, they burglary occurs every 46 sec- 535 Simpson MT.
A veteran 'of World War II, "Granpa 'tangs The Holly," ISpeech and Drama department
He said it must be set aside. (l'ostal workers), $71.30; Elder receive huge bills for services.
Williams
Mr.
retired from the was presented last Friday at'under the direction of Mrs. Esonds in the United States, the As Christmas rolled around
"If not," he declared, "Harlem Blair T. Hunt (at large), $5; When they fail to pay the
Information Institute for fourth time since Mr. Wil- Post Office after he was operat- Owen college by the Drama talyn B. Ross.
must rise to the occasion. 1 pre-Norvell Powell (housing work- bills, the poor are hounded by Insurance
for
ed
a
on
tumor.
brain
says tnany of these could be liams initiated the fusing of
club to complete the Yuletide Music was sung by the coldiet if further damage is done to'ers), $3.50; John Taylor (Coun- a collecting agency, and
if pay- avoided if homeowners would mail
He has asked for lighter duty presentations before classes lege choir directed by Mrs. Mila
system
which
relates
the stature and image of Adam try Club), $34; Uttllus Phillips, ment is not forthcoming they
lock their' windows and doors to the delivery of mail and in the Post Office, but has been ended for the holiday.
dred Green.
Clayton Powell by any further Sr. (at large), $10; Charlie Mit- are sued in court and
subjected and take a few other simple makes it unnecessary to employ turned down on the grounds
court action, the world will ichell (airport), $32; Mrs. Ann to garnishments
The program also included Students participating in the
when they can- precautions.
that
pageant were Bertha Barbour,
the Post Office has "no
additional men during the
know that Harlem will rally inl. Weathers (at large), 642 for
the singing of Christmas carols
light duty," and thot if he feels
Mary Thompson, Primous Tillany way it sees fit."
student
by
the
body.
ia total of $166.50.
that he can perform the strenman, Minnie Spears, Mildred
uous duties required of a postal Students participating in the Fleming, Lillie Falkner, Lois
clerk, he will be given some pageant were Primous Tillman Terry, Edna Fulkner, Neicely
Ill, Margaret Dixon, Sylvia Brooks, Irene Brooks, Attains
consideration.
Mr. Williams contends that Morris, Tyrone Bridges, Jurley Gillespie, hazel Johnson, Ida
the Post Office has a number Davis, Emanuel Armstrong, Payne, Charles James, Marian
of jobs which could be perform- Kathryn Scott, Sherron Gallo- Tuggle and others.
ed by a man in his physical way, Clem Wright and Marian The singing of the carols On
condition, but se far, these have Tuggle.
Friday by the students and beAnother Christmas pageant culty will mark t h C dis•
been denied to him,
After Mr. Williams developed wax staged earlier on Wednes- missal of classes for the holtthe fusing system, he was giv- day, Dee: 5, at the regular as- day.
A 15-year-old girl expelled Ervin had gone to the Pep
ralen a Superior Achievement
from the Byas Hall High School ly together and had
remained
in Covington, Tenn., on Oct. 15, together until the
Award along with a cash stistudent's
after one of her white class- mother came by for her in
pend. He also received a letthe
ter from R. ,T. Payne director
mates accused her of having at-1 family car.
of the Post Office's Suggestions
tacked her in the basement fol- , Another
student. Miss Gloria
and Awards Division, stating:
lowing a pep rally was cleared Burnett.
testified in the Circuit
"It is a pleasure to hear from
of the charges last Friday in a
Court trial, that in early Octothe person credited with origihearing before Circuit Court
ber she had heard the Beard
nating the mail fusing in the
Judge Mark Walker,
girl asking for a photograph of
Memphis post, office The first
Miss Georgette Ervin, daugh- Miss Ervin, "so I will know
year that it was used on a nater of Mr. and Mrs. George H. what she looks like."
tional basis, the Bureau of OpErvin, had been declared to he
CIVIL RIGHTS MEETINGS
erations calculated it saved apa delinquent when she appeared
The
Ervin
family was active
proximately two million dollars
before Juvenile Court Judge
. . . It is safe to say that the
Henry Vaughn in October, In the desegregation movement
in
Tipton
fusing
County,
plan results in sizeable
and several
shortly after she had been aceconomies each year."
cused of having made an un- civil rights meetings were held
Mr. Williams' efforts to find
provoked attack upon Miss In their home.
Represented by Atty. Ira H.
employment with other Federal
lotte Beard. 16.
Murphy
of Ilemphis, the
C
Ott her original complaint,
agencies in the Memphis area
have been unsuccessful.
la uss Beard claimed that Miss had numerous character witErvin, a sophomore at the nesses to prove that she had
Mr. Williams is the father of
school which was integrated for never been the kind of persan
Miss Eleanor Faye Williams,
the first time Dist fall, came to provoke fricidents. School
who recently completed a
up to her and slugged her in records showed that she wag a
course for American Airlines
the face. When she attempted B plus student and had an exhostesses in Dallas.
to flee, she said that the student cellent attendance record up
hit her a second time, and as until she was expelled.
a consequence she had to have Judge Walker said that there
Auto Kills Its Owner
medical treatment, including was no proof that the girl had
DUBLIN, Va. — (NPI) — A
several stitches to close up the attacked the Beard girl, and
diverless car killed its owner
wounds.
the charges were dismissed.
last
week when Benson NewACCUSER UNKNOWN
Following the student's convieton Goad, 50, was impaled by
She said that she and the Er- lion in Juvenile Court last GeV,.
the
driveshaft
after the ear
sin girl had one class and a her, she was expelled from
suddenly lurched forward and
study period together. and school, placed on probation, and
din over him twice.
that there had been no Previous required to report to a probation
RITES FOR VIET NAM VICTINI — Mrs. Rosie I.ewis,
Goad, had gotten out or the
trouble between them.
officer periodically.
mother of Private Thomas Lewis, leaves the grave of her
car to start it by holding (toss ii
Miss Ervin told the court that While on suspension from
son after military rites In National cemetery. and is conthe gas pedal if ith a stick.
she did not know her accuser, school, Miss Ervin, whose ía.
After rolling over Goad, the soled by Eliat Williams of Williams Funeral home, in
Miss Geraldine Gray, now a graduate stuhailnot attacked her and knew ther is an electrician employed! NEW 'MISS LeMOVNE'—Miss Ruth Elaine
car circled a field 40 times charge of the final arrangements. Mrs. Lewis' son was the
Lee, a senior, is crowned Miss LeMoyne at
of no reason why she would at the Millington Naval Air Sta.!
dent at Atlanta University. Miss Lee foland crashed into a tree. Police eighth person from Shelby County to be killed in the fightac use her of having done so, tion, continued her studies andl colorful coronation hall Friday night in
lows in the footsteps of her sister, Mrs
said the shaft had to be re- ing In Viet Nam. She lives at 1314 Jefferson st. Her son told
riend,. Miss Carolyn Dan-.learned of assignments from' Hotel Chisca by the outgoing Miss LeMoyne,
Ernestine Lee Henning, who was Miss Leher in his final tettem that he had been assigned to a mortar
moved before Goad's body
, said that she and hiisstclassmates.
Moyne in 1959-60.
could be dislodged.
squad. (Withers Photo)

Inquiry Sought On Fees
Chargecl By John Gaston
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No Gratitude Shown
mphian Who Save.
Post Office Millions

Two Pageants Precede
Yule Recess At Owen

Covington Girl Beats
belinquency Charge
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Starts Xmas Day !!

First Mid-South Showing !!

HERB ALTMAN DARES TO PRESENT
THE MOST POWERFUL HIM Of THE YEAR!

RADER
IMSSISSIPP1
WELCOME TO THE WALDORF
145 Auction At Second
Open Throughout The Holidays. Now is
Is Our Big Xmas Season. IF YOU ARE
PLANNING A PARTY FOR THE HOLIDAYS, CALL AND LEAVE THE WORRYING TO US. Swinging With Soul Brothers
Playing The Best In Soul Music.

TAXI

FRI. & SAT. FROM 11:00 P.M. TO 3:00 A.M.
SUN. 8:00 P.M. TO 12:00

Breakfast Ball Christmas Eve
&New Years Eve
We Serve The Best In Food, Specializing In:
• STEAKS
• CHOPS
• CHICKEN

Mr. M. C.

r000

PH. 526-9989
Brown - Proprietor

Letter To The Editor

Officer Fired

Every Friday, Saturday, & Sunday Night

OPEN DAILY

SCHOOL DEDICATED
members of the board of edie lnarrator Aid models were Llis
cation and the boa.d of alder- follows:
On Sunday afternoon, Dec. 12, men and the Mayor-elect ErTeenagers, Brenda Burnett
the new Stigall High school nest Griggs.
Treva Trinere Carter celebratbuilding was formally dedicated After the program, student Francene Givens, Doris Nesbitt,
ed her sixth birthday with a
and opened for public inspec- hostesses guided guests to each Bernita Farmer, Willie
M
party given in her honor, Sattion. With the Superintendent room where they were greeted Ragan, Linda Fly and Doro
urday, Dec. 11.
of Schools, William Sadler, Pre- by the home room teacher.lPoplar.
siding, a short but meaningful Beautiful season ittcorationsl
The smaller group included
Admiring gifts, enjoying the
:trogram was held,
were used throughout the entire the children of Mr. and otre.
menu and participating in ow
Mayor Dan Scott dedicated building. The tour ended in the Chester Williams, the gram!.
of several activities at the party
the building, and Harold Mc- beautiful and spacious cafe- children of Mrs. L. G. Bond
had
Cleary, a board member, pre- eria, where refreshments were Mrs. Ernestine Lee and
were Delidra Chambers, Chandaunt*.
sented
the building to the prin- served under the direction of ter in mother and
dra Champion, Jeffery Walker,
daughter
cipal, A. I'. Nunn, who accepted the home economics teacher, outfits. Mrs. Ada
Edward and Elaine Jones, MaPalmer Buckt
on behalf of the community. Mrs. Nelda Williams.
ria Smith, Brenda Knowles,
in her beautiful double knit
Music was by the glee club
SEWING CLUB
Anthony and Andrew Sermons,
suits with accessories and a
and the band under the direc- The Thursday Sewing club beautiful gown
Karen and Brenda Bonner, Pifrom Hong Konn•
tion of Mrs. Frances Givens and presented its annual Christmas
erre Bowles, Gregory and Jerry
Music was by Miss Glenda
Glen Walden.
tea and fashion review, on Sun- Johns-on. Mrs, A. B. Roe
Delk Stephanie Beets and her
is presiPlatform guests were Rev. de)
,evening, Dec. 12 in the Lane
cousin Teona, Amelia and JaL. T. Purham, who gave invo- Chapel C.M.E. church center. dent of the club and the club
nice Smith, Michael and Shercation and dedicatory prayer, Mrs. Nelda Williams served as is Federated.
iiCrawford, Stanley Norman
FRIENDSHIP CLUB
and his house guest, John, and
The Loyal Friendship club
Treva's cousins, Ronald Smith,
met in the home of Mrs. BeJoyce Carter, Toni, and Allen
atrice Barnett who was hostels
Williams.
the meeting. It was time ep
for
On Monday, December 13, of discussions the officials who
exchange gifts, and everyorse
there was wide local news co- Can do something about
getting
verage of apparent split in the needed funds in Memphis have was as gay as crickets.
Negro community concerning
The meeting was presA
the stalemate in the Memphis,settled for an oligopoly which is over by the president, Mrs.- AlKUALA LUMPUR — (NPI)
one step removed from a clic- ice
"War
on
Poverty".
Williams. With such a lus— The Malasian parliament
tatorship.
cious menu and such a good
The news referred to a group
got a briefing recently . which
of ministers who called on the The ministers who expressed time, the club voted to call that
gave weight to the truism
Mayor to express their support support for the Mayor should the Christmas party.
about chivalry's demise. Fiof him in his handling of the realize the NAACP and the Guests included
nance Minister Tan Slew Sin,
Mesdames
Community Action Program. Tennessee Council On Human Fields, Elnora Arnold, Mary
in an emphatic ruling, told a
These individuals, as all citi- Relations are asking that the Barnett (sister of th2. hostess)
group of its members seeking
zens, should express their views program be operated on a dem- and Mrs. Mary Purham.
tax relief for second and sucon vital issues concerning the acratic basis. It appears that The Book Lovers
ceeding wives:
Club met
ministers good intentions,
well-being of the community.
with hostess, Dorothy
"A second wife is not only
Nevertheless, in expressing thein notwithstanding, are willing to ney, where members
LeMoyne.
senior
Copeland,
at
Gloria
a
Miss
...
UNCF
MISS
exchanged
a distinct luxury, it is a great
views they should concentrate sacrifice democracy for expe- gifts, and
enjoyed themselves
Is the winner of the Miss UNCF contest conducted by the on issues
pleasure and if you can afford
rather than sentiment Ichenc thereby getting imme- to the highest. Mrs.
Mattie
College
Negro
Dgcurrent
United
college in connection with the
it, you might as well pay for
in proclaiming their support of diate Yrelief to the long range vis is president.
Fund campaign.
it."
one side as opposed to the ot- detriment of the people they
are trying to aid.
her.
The prime issue is: has the As a person concerned with
proposals submitted by the Ma- the poverty conflict, I feel a
LITTLEJOHN TAXI SERVICE
yor conformed to the guide- majority of the elected officials
•
(Continued from page 1)
We go anywhere — anytime
lines as requested by the Office can get the. Community Action
of Economic Opportunity? I per- Program going today or romorMULTIPLE BRUISES
etDr. Odis Strong, her physi- sonally feel they have not and row by adhering to our acci
, WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
cian appeared at the trial, and unless some program is aPPro-rled democratic principles. • Prize-winning novelist Shir
ilconornic
01
tc
ved
opportunity
that
fits
those
broad guidetestified that he examined Mrs.
Ann Grau is joining Presid
lines there can be little hope has indicated a machinery, in- Johnsons
Commission on Presieluding
all
segments
in
of
obtaining
the
comthe
goal
of
all parts of her body and cuts
dential Scholars.
munity
interested
n
m
combating,
ti-Poverty
t
h
e
„
A
Legislation”
which she told him were inflicthi
is the eradication of poverty, must be established The White House announied
ed as the officer molested her. wch
before it will be approved. The that the New Orleans atith,er,
Mrs. Garner filed her corn- poverty.
ministers who have expressed who won the 1965 Pulitzer Prize
plaint against the officer with In reality the anti-poverty
interest in this program should for her novel, ''The Keepers:of.
the Memphis branch of the program is designed to do with.
urge our elected officials to the House,' would succeed VNAACP. She was represented in our country what foreign aid
has attempted to do abroad, construct a suitable organzetorian Barbara Tuchman on a
i
in court by Atty. J. 0. PatterThe administrators of the 0E0 tion so Memphis and Shelby commission which selects tentson, Jr.
were trying to benefit from County can get on with the standing high -chool seniors or
Patrolman Cross is contesting
Poverty." Presidential recognition.
!
his dismissal, and in an appeal experience in foreign countries business of "Fighting
when they issued the guideto the Civil Service Commis- lines for
Wellt410 eitlataNi414
the Community Action
sion he will be represented by
RADIO DISPATCHED Program. The basic question is
PROMPT - COURTEOUS
former Judge Boushe, who is
CITY WIDE SERVICE can a
INSURED 24 HOURS
now conducting a private prac- function program such as this
better in a democratic
S25.4733
tice.
or dictatorial environment? The
United States experience i n
foreign aid particularly in Latin
and South America shows
U.S., Board, Deaconess,
that aid given to dictators selMother of Church,
dom if ever gets to the people
Nurses, AkssionerY,
Prayer Band
It is intended to help and when it
does it has so many strings atNylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplin, Sizes 1 to 55
tached until it is not effective.
Long, Short and 5,4 Sleeves This is why after
many years of
the program gap between rich
BADGES PON WHIRS
AND ORSANILATIONS
and poor in these countries has
Lewitt Prices Available
widen.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG It7
The Community Action ProSPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS gram as originally constructed
in
Memphis provided for a vir701 HIE., N.I.
65 W101'6611 At., S.W.
WasAln ton 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Gitaryla
tual dictator. After some months

Ah, Chivalry Is Dead

ADULTS ONLY! ADMISSION 75c

Novelist Joins
Scholars Unit
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downtown
and union ave.

fashion speciests in she:
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2

pastel crepe
costume

Gift decanter or regular bottle. Both
contain the same great whiskey. Both in
festive holiday wrap (at no extra cost).
Seagram's 7 Crown. The Side One.
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, RN MR CITY 815/1010 WHISKEY 36 PROOF 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPICA

sizes 161/
1 to 26% .

you'll

look

your

loveliest through the
Holiday season and
into Spring

in

Wadlington Drug Co.
251 E. McLemore - Ph. 948-0374

this

charming acetate and
rayon crepe costume
oi soft pastels ...
led

applique

out-

CONVENIENT CUSTOMER
PARKING IN REAR OF STORE

lined in matching
satin

decorates

both dress and
jacket ... the skirt

"PAY YOUR UTILITY &
PHONE BILLS HERE"

is gored for.smooth
Fit . . . choose

•IFved
nedisimmi

dusty rose or aqua.
gift wrapped FREE

Thank you for the beautiful,
friendly city under our big tree.
And a very Merry Christmas to you!
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
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Treva Carter
Feted On Her
6th Birthday
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jSTOUT SHOPPE
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WE SELL MONEY
ORDERS
also

WE ARE OFFERING A FULL
LINE OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS
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2Parents Visit Their
Children AtPikesville T°

School Collects
Money For Gifts
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Servicemen

The principal, teachers. and
students of Mt Pisgah joined
Do Negro parents care for The protect was activated all The 52-member
parent group together to donate $5000 for,
ciir delinquent children?
the suggestion of Juvenile Court left from the
Bethlehem Com- servicemen stationed in Vietl
'he answer was provided in Judge Kenneth Turner.
munity Center along with rep- Nam This project was underemphis last Saturday morning
wiren some 52 men and women. Judge Turner. who is revolu- resentatives of Family Service taken by the school's chapter of
fathers and mothers of boYs tionizing juvenile correction of Memphis and voluntaries the Future Homemakers of
America to show boys that they
sent to the Slate Training School concepts for the community, from t h e Malory
Knights were remembered at Christmas
gave as a major objective "InPikesville, Tenn. ,left the city
time.
at 3:30 a.m, by bus to visit creased cooperation between Charitable Organization
their children at the installa- parents and children at the State Arrangements for parents to The president of the chapter at
Training School." He said it
N s. Ii
AseFah is Eula Belford.
tion.
'
visit the children at Pikesville •t
will serve "la develop better
Mrs.
and Mrs. E.
were
made
by
Miss
Christine
understanding of the basis for
S
iscotthleaprinotpa
re sponsors S. C. Harris
delinquent behavior, and how to Brewer, one of the new workprincipal,
cope with it to avoid repeti- ers at the Bethlehem Cornmuni
The
school is also soliciting
tion."
ty Center, and Mrs. Loretta Kalads and patrons for an annual
By visiting the school, Judge teo of Family Service.
pal:
forthbey atdhse asncdhoo
Turner believes the parents At the beginning, some had ' Thet o bepri
publishedprices
will have first-hand knowledge misgivings about the project,
Irons are: one page, $20.00; oneof the setting where the en. thinking that the parents
would half page, $1000 one-fourth
forced training of their children not want to visit and that
others!page, $5.00; and patrons are
Is being conducted, and the chil- may have still been angry
with , $1.00 each.
d-'en will know that the parents children for embarrassing the
and professional team workers family by getting into
over-,\
The public's help will be greattrouble.
PLANNING NDCC AFFAIR — Teacher•sponsors of the
are concerned about them.
Standing, from left, are Mrs. Betty Harris, Lester: Mrs.
"But these doubts were
IY appreciated.
National Defense Cadet Corps met last meek at the Board
Beulah Reid, Douglass; Mrs. Nettie LaGrone and Mrs.
come for the 52 Negro parentsj
of Edwation to make final plans for the upcoming NOCC
who decided to show that theirl
Vvelyn Griffin, Lester; Mrs. I.illian F. Hammond, Ma.
Queen Contest, Oiaicers Ball and Banquet to be gh en in
youngsters were not castaways
misses; Miss *Willa A. Taylor, Melrose; Mrs. Mary C.
after all," Mrs. Kateo said.
February. Sonic la teacher sponsor% represent NI)CC In
Hudson and Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks, Douglass; Mrs.,
Before leaving, the parents! -There are many members I the seven schools, and these shown above Irons the com•
Jacqueline Knight, Carver, and Mrs. Samelen W. Wilson,
attended a session at the ('en- who have their names on the ' miller planning affairs with the Queen Contest me Feb.
It:dunghill. The Queen Contest and the Officers' Ball and
ter at which they were given church roll,
25. Seated from left are Miss Ramclle Eddins, Manassas;
Banquet ii ill be held on separate nights. Members of the
but few exhibit the
iguidelines and rules for persons
Mrs. Lula J. Pope, Booker T. Washingtoo; Mrs. Maxine
Christian witness of dedication
committee are preparing queen conteatants for a television
!visiting the school. Participatshown by Henry Donald WIB. Cesh secretary, to Maj. George Robinson, professor of
appearance nail participation in the military ball. (Withera
'mg at the session, and two preley," the Rev- E. S. Foust, pasmilitary science, NDCC; Major Robinson, Mrs. Augusta
Photo)
1560
vious ones sponsored by the
1804
tor of St. John AME church in
Cash, and Mrs. Thelma Harris, both of Washington High.
Center, Juvenile Court and
PKWY.-WILLET & HWY.51S Family
Omaha stated last week.
Service teams.
Sessions are being held at the In his eulogy for Mr. Wiley,
Fresh Produce
Bethlehem Coemmunity Centeri the minister said, "He was a
each Wednesday night from 7:30,dedicated Christian who lived
Dairy Products
May ioy and laughter
to 9 with the general topic of on the brink of eternity, but he i
I refused to let the bed hold him
"How boys gtrouble;
et into
1,ght up your household
Meats • Drugs
what parents and community ast.
clorav e956.
Cosmetics Ice
that the blow !tech which followed desegregation
agencies can do to prevent a Mr. Wiley, ssho lived at
boy from becoming more delin- Miami, died at an Omaha h,
outside
received
a Selina cafe'of a Homan Catholic Church irt
From Each & Every One
Cold Beer To Go
quent and return to Pikesville." pital after a brief illness.
March 9 meant certain death. Selma.
OfilsAt Quality Liquors
The defense argued that Reeb's 1 Flowers said that district at.
The sessions are being con-, Ile had been the director of a
OPEN 7 DAYS 7-11 PM
associates delayed aid and let torneys Blanchard McLeod and
ducted by Mrs. Kateo and are Sunday morning prayer band :
Seale & hernando
him ,ae
a martyr.
WILL BE OPEN XMAS DAY limited to parents whose chit- that gathered at 6 A.M. each
Virgis Ashworth had convinced
dren are now in Training week, and which was known as
10:00 AM-4:00 PM
MONTOGMERY, Ala. Stanley !toggle. 36, and O'Neal —The Selma prosecutors fail- him that a Selma jury would be
schools.
prejudiced against the state's
the "Hour of Power."
Alabama Atty. Gen. iloggle, 31. The trial last week ed to call an FBI informer, Gars. ease ii
took an active
(A report on the first trip to Declared Rev. Foust in the — (Urn—
ended in three verdicts of in- Thomas Rowe. In earlier rights
Flowers
that
charged
Richmond
the prosecution. Flowers
,Pikesville will be given in next'eningy, "Brother
nocenL
slaying trials, Rowe testified role
'ne
Wiley had an
'weeks paper by one of thechil-:innate
attorneys under his di- Flowers said he was shocked that he and the Ku Klux Mans-- is a racial moderate who is dis.
52
desire to keep the faith. istrict
parents who visited the
men a«msed of killing Mrs. Liked bY niany whites in Ala.
,Ile was a living example of his ection ignored orders and tried becato-e:
dren there.")
Viola
Limo had met one of"ama•
rug"
their
belief in the gospel of Jesus." o "sweep under the
—The prosecutors ignored his
order to seek a written ruling the three defendants soon after Ile said he kept up a back.
Mr. Wiley lived in Omaha for ase against three Selma moo
from the aid e L S Moore on Kerb's death. Rowe said the stage role in the case, dispatch.
28 years and came to the city accused of murder in the bindvalidity of a plan to disqualify man told (hens, "I've done nis log his top criminal division
! after having resided in Chica- geon death of the Rev. Jame
aide, Joe Breck Gantt to aid thr
s jurors with strong feelings job, now you do yours."
go.
Selma staff in securing indictcivil rights against the Boston minister ai.d!!
Boston
'Reel),
—No challenge was made, as
In addition to leading out in • d
his work with Negroes in the Flowers suggested against the ments against the three.
The Intercollegiate chapter the prayer hand, he served on
civil rights movement,
presence on the all-white juryi "Word came to me pretty
at
balked
they
that
said
He
of the local NAACP is sponsor- the Steward Board, was a class
seeking to disqualify prejudiced —The state failed to call a,of Raymond 'Schiffer linked by,straight that the case was being
ing a holiday Freedom Ball at leader public relations person. jurors •an d fai
toxicologist
who would have Selma police with a racial brawl swept under the rug," he said.
'Id
e to call for
hospital visitor, past president
—
Club Paradise on Wednesday
considei ed vital
of the Laymen League of St. testimony he
State's case against Elnight, Dec. 2*, starting at 9. John and a member of Rough
Cook, 42, and brothers
Tickets are going for $1.50 in Ashler Lodge No. 1, F&AM !mer
' to the
._
1359 Madison at Crosstown)
BR 5.8124 advance and
(PHA) Sheba Chapter No. 10
$2
at
the
door.
Don't buy Furnflurie, any k.nd, anywhere,
James Phillips is president of and various civic organizations. Hurricane Deaths
until you first shop HOWARD GRAHAM'.'
Among his survivors are his
the college unit.
wife, Mrs. I,ouise C. Wiley; a NEW YORK — Hurricanes
son, henry Donald Wiley of have taken more than 5,500
States in
Omaha, a daughter, M rs! Val. lives in the United
according to
rie Sargent of Lancaster, Tex. . the past 50,years,
Insurance Information Inas; 16 grandchildren, 21 greatstitute.
.
grandchildren, and other rela- the
The worse year was 1928,
tives.
hurMasonic rites were held by when 1,836 persons died in
members of the order with Ed- ricanes.
ward Clayton A. M., and Jo•
seph Sanford, acting W. M. in
Fires In Winter
charge. Brothers of the organization were the active pall- NEW YORK — The winter
bearers, with officers of the months are the worst for fire
church as honorary pallbearers, alonseees
n gn ItnostitthneteInsuroradtiio
rcrn
•
Burial was in the Forest
'Inafic
Lown cemetery with Thomas, Althourh other factors are
Funeral home in charge of ar- ! involved, this is mainly the result of heating hanards.
rangements.
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Omaha News',

JEL'S
DRIVE - IN
GROCERY

36est inshes

Flowers Criticizes His Prosecutors
They Didn't Call Witnesses,
Killed Reeb Case,He Says

For a Lovely
CHRISTMAS GIFT
Shop

Students Plan
Freedom Ball

1Still

More

1965*

go,6r).4

DISCUSSING Lealol NI, GRANT — Dr.
Clifton H. Johnson, professor of history at
LeMoyne College, and his student secretary, Miss Dorothy L. Harris, a senior of

AL 5VIRIT

RE

N. Second, discuss 5G,1155 led« al clint
an an ded to I.eMoyne and Southwestern for
a summer History Institute.

9112

Our wish is that He who brought
joy to the world will bring joy and
hope into your homes and henoc
during this season.

UNIVERSAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
THE PARTY YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN

HOME OFFICE:
480 Linden Avenue
BRANCH OFFICE:
234 Hernando Street

Greetings to
all our friends.
LeMOYNE COLLEGE
Dr. Hollis F. Price, President
Porticipotino Misiob•r

N•ve Co/I•g• Fund

Don't be a "Scrooge." Let the Smirnoff flow.freely. No other liquor tuake so
many delicious party drinks. Or makes them so wonderfully well. It's also a great
gift idea. Why wonder which whiskey to give when you knotu the right vodka!

Always askfor
WAND 100 PROOF. DISTILLED

rnirno

It leaves you breathless"
VODKA

FROM DRAIN, STE. PIERRE VAIRNOFF FES.(DIVISION OF HEUBLEIN), HARTFORD,CONK

DEFENDER

I'age
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r day at Mt. Orange Baptist
Church.
Funeral services were held
last Sunday for • Mrs. Arie
Thompson at the Martin Tabernacle Chuich. Mrs. Thompson died at the Gibson County
General Hospital,
Mr. Jasper Thomas passed
IMMOMMOMMOileo. Kite..$K.,,EKKAtiL.U444 last Sunday at Madison Col;
The young people of Martin General Hospital.

111111111111661

4rKetkrrMOMMICtfir

TRENTON

Mitchell High School News

NEWS

By Johnetta Moore

Tabernacle Church held a felHello! This is your news re- Larry Jones, Willis utamber- lowship hour at the parsonage.
porter from Mitchell High to lain, Westley Campbell, Ever- Mrs. Mary Moore and Mrs.
Louise Carnes were chaperbring you up to date on the ette Fox, Paul Ilibler, Wayne
ones.
!Blount and Curtis Baugns.
very latest happenings around GIRLS: Regina Wortham, The
Presbyterian
Church
the Tiger's Territory.
Annie Vera King, Patricia honored Mrs. Lucy Overall with
Tucker, Nancy Jones, Betty an Appreciation program at the
SPOTLIGHT
Wooten, Jo-Ann Gholston, Et- church on last Sunday.
This week our rays of black hel Bridges, Marie Buford and
It was regretful that Miss
and gold are focused on a man'Annie Ray.
Mary E. Currie had to be out
of great distinction and very
of school for a few days due to
outstanding qualities. He is our JUNIOR PERSONALITIES
illness in her family.
own Mr. Cleveland Staples of BOYS: Harry Cummings,
Mrs. Willie Nickerson will
3530 Millard rd. He is a gradu- Tommy Killebrew, Joseph
ate of LeMoyne college where Pointer, Franklin Anderson and spend the next few months in
Madison County rest home.
he received his bachelor of Calvin Wheary.
Mr. Luther Nieherson passed
science degree.
GIRLS: Barbara Moore, Shir- recently while a patient at the
Around campus, Mr. Staples ley Wright, Cheryl Deaner, V. A. hospital at Memphis.
is the instructor of the 10-6 Yvonne Middlebrook and Bar- The
funeral services for Mr.
homeroom. He is a teacher of bara. Wortham.
R. B. Avey were held last Sunmathemaadvanced
physics,
tics, geometry and algebra FAVORITES
one.
Teacher: Mrs. Delores'
Johnson.
He has received much praise
Student: Pamela Donelson. ORMAN s'Tl...101 Os
for his successful work with the
NA
N101-1115,1-12NN.
Quotation: "Life which is;
well-known photography,
science and math clubs. He was unexamined is not worth livalso responsible for the accom- ing." Socrates.
plishments made in the Science
SPORTS
Fair and the LeMoyne seminar.
He is a member of St. Luke The Mitchell Tigers were de- SALES•SERYICE•RENTALS
Baptist church at 1280 Stone- feated by the Washington Warwall. His pastor is Rev. T. riors by a score of 61 to 55. The
Phon•
score at the half was Mitchell:
Buckner.
6112.4637
42; Washington: 40.
SENIOR INTELLECTUALS
High point men for Mitchell
482 S. Perkins Ext.
BOYS: Randy Taylor, Ray- were Harold Baines and Calvin
mond Duckett, Willie Henry, Wheary.

Si . I SU\ A
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Holy Chris1Mos
to oil in 1965.

HAMikoND

A GIFT FOR PRESIDENT... On Wednesday, Dec. 15, the
third and fourth precincts of ward 21 of the Shelby County
Dramatic Club met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Morris, 981 Alaska, for the purpose of collecting food for Christmas baskets. Guest speakers were Atty. A. W. Willis, Jr.

and Jesse H. Turner. A surprise gift was presented to Atty.
R. B. Sugarman for his outstanding leadership as president
of the club. Flanking the president are Mrs. Katie Sexton,
left, and Mrs. Alma Morris and Atty. A. W. Willis, right.

N.Y.C. Commends
Zeta Psi On
The officers and members of
St. Mary's Court No. 3 Heroines Tutoring Units

NAACP Pursues 'Appreciation
Negro Vote
Through Alabama

of Jericho wish to thank the NEW YORK — A predomimany friends for the lovely re- nantly Negro fraternity has
gained official recognition for
sponse to its Annual Thanksthe first time in the history of
'giving Dinner and Evening of City College.
,BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Staff and volunteer workers Music at the Flora's Wedding; The group — Zeta Psi chapChapel, on Thanksgiving day. ter of Omega Psi Phi — has 40
NAACP; Voter Registration Proj- using telephones, distributing
handbills, knocking on doors, 1 A vote of thanks also goes out active members, engaged malnect in Alabama, is credited with
making appeals in churches, Ito Mrs. Flora Churchville and ly in tutorial and self-help work
the major contribution to the motivating others to canvass the Pepsi Cola Bottling Compa- among underprivileged youngenlarged Negro voting power in provide the human machinery ny for the many courtesies ex- sters. It became one of the col.
leges 37 fraternities and sororl.
Alabama since passage of the for getting new voters on the tended.
Mrs. S. M. Love McKinney is,ties by joining the school's Inpoll lists.
Voting Rights Bill of 1965.
1 terfraterolty Cotmell.
Where the influence of the The NAACP Voter Registra- M.W.M.
NAACP voter registration cam- tion Project have full-service ,
paign is most geographically'workers in four of the 10 Alaseen is in Jefferson County barns counties where federal
'undr vie.0
(Birmingham). which currently examinerr, are on duty, namely.
home dallvarell
has 31,350 Negro voters and 155,- Greene County, Montgomery
nal
398 white voters. The number of County, Elmore County, and
Negro voters in Jefferson Coun- Autauga County. NAACP
ty has been doubled in less than branches are in operation in all
each time you buy 2 half-gallons ot
two years.
of these counties.
Birmingham.
W. C. Patton.
Other counties in which fedborn NAACP associate director eral examiners are at work are
of voter registration activities, Dallas, Lowndes, Perry, Maand former Alabama black belt rengo, Wilcox and Hale. An
public school teacher, has spear- NAACP branch is functioning
headed the statewide campaign in Hale County.
for new voters. Many of t h e A total of 35.556. prospective
nantes In Alabama identified voters have been screened in
with voter-registration were dis- Alabama by the federal exam covered and developed by the iners since passage of the fed.,
NAACP.
leral voting implementation act
The NAACP voter registration of 1965. Only about 2,000 have
project has its statewide head- been challenged.
quarters in the Masonic Temple ; The eight years the NAACP
building in Birmingham. Voter- was absent from Alabarfaa, voter
registration promotion liters- registration was conducted by
ture, leadership training ma- the 13 year-old Alabama State
terial, and campaign techniques Coordinating Association 1 o r
are sent from this office to Ow Registration and N'oting. It has
field,
its headquarters in Masonic
Six NAACP branches are 10- Temple.
rated in Jefferson County and
In Macon County where the
28 others are scattered through- Tuskegee Civic Association has
out the state. Registration days done an outstanding job, Dr. C.
are set up at the Courthouse in G. Gomillion, TCA president
Birmingham, the Cut-Off Court- and W. P. Mitchell, TCA exec•
house in Bessemer and City Hall utive secretary.
in Fairfield. Branches with
The Dallas County Voters
Ii now . how voter-registration League, t h e Bullock County
leadership are working in all of , Voters league, and
others
these three cities.
. worked as affiliates of the Ala.
Usually, registration is three hama State Coordinating Assodays a week Monday. Tuesday, nation for Registration a n d
and Wednesday at the Court- Voting. Civic and church lead.
house in Birmingham. The last era from Lowndes and Wilcox
week of each month registra•1 Counties worked with the
Lion moves to Bessemer for ASCARV long before there were
three days. The 2nd Tuesday of any Negio voters in these two
each month registration Is at counties.
the Fairfield City Hall. Through At the time the ASCARV bethe NAACP Voter Registration gan to work, there were less
Campaign streams of applicant' than 25,000 Negro voters in Alaline up for registration at each tsarna. Today there are over
of the three registrating centers 141,000. The ASCARV has been
each time there is processing of working steadily, regularly, arid ,
new voters. An average of 354) effectively at building the sotregister a day.
ing rolls in Alabama.
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Hooks Bros.
Stud io
228 LINDEN
Ph. 527-3052

Time's getting
close 'til Christmas!
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SAVE 80*

MIDWEST MILK
STORC
AT YOUR FOOD

CART HOME

AVINGS!

•

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

OLD
CHARTER

,pmessmosemisnoinummeu•
•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

11411

QUALITY STAMPS
17 convenient Quality Stamps
redemption centers to serve you.
Open Monday thru Saturday 9 A.M.
til 6 P.M. from now 'til Christmas!

Kentucky's Finest Bourbon
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Where Prices are Right-Clerks
Polite, and you'll always find
"Finer foods for Fewer dollars"!

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRIT; or WIRE
CUSTOM

8H

5

TAILORS

tomato

INC.

248

Vance Ave,

JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Cempeisy Maks,. Whet You Ask For And
Crest*. Whet You Think Or
STIIMPIT IIOURION WIWI'• as

moor •4. ins, MD CHARTER DIST. CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

•
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.Tick-tock...tick-tock...

Shop the "Price-less Way"
with
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Accord Reached
At Bogalusa
Hil I am, Barbara Simnions,i Dixon, prominent city teacher,
your reporter from Henderson business woman and commerce
Business college bringing you teacher at Henderson Business Paper Plant

College

Baptist

were held
Mrs. Arie
Martin Tabrs. Thumpbson County

the latest happening around the college.
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
Mrs. Dixon was mourned by
college.
The -Sophisticates" a well- her niece and nephew, Mr. and Negro and white labor leaders
known club around the campus Mrs. Bruce Taylor, and a host accepted in principle a propohas fiinshed the initiation of of friends.
sal abolishing segregated job
the new members; installation XMAS PARTY
PrOmetion lines in one section
Henderson
of
Freshmen
will be held in January; Presi- The
dent's Miss Josie Elton, and gave a Christmas party, Friday. of the big Crown Zellerbach
December 17 at the school, It Corp. plant at Bogalusa. La.
advisor's Mrs. Wardna Polk.
The new Pledge-In members was the gayest event of the
The agreement was worked
are Shirley Irby, Barbara Sim. year.
mons, Vernell Hopson, Barbara Highlights of the party were: Out by Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Coleman, Tereassa Robinson, Miss Barbara Payne (jerking); Jr., chairman of the Federal
Flora Howell, Loraine Shank- Miss Yemen Hopson (ducking) Equal Employment Opportunity
lin, Evelyn Clayton, Bettye No- and Dorothy Jones (hop scotch- Commission.
Ian, Cherrye Gilkey, Etta ing).
Moore, Eleanor Simmons, Jua- TOP TEN STUDENTS OF THE
Roosevelt announced the
nita -Mason, Doris Henderson, WEEK
agreement following a three
Shirley
Harrison,
Pearl
Annie
Dorothy Jones and Helen Leaks.
Irby, Barbara Payne, Mary hour meeting with Negro and
MRS. DIXON MOURNED
The student body and faculty Coleman, Josie Elton, Delorae white labor leaders and officials
of the college paid their last Bland, Cherrie Gilkey, Joseph of Crown Zellerbach paper mill
respects to Mrs. Carrie Dixon Williams, Robert Tharps and and container plant.
at T. H. Hayes and Sons chapel, Berthina Tate.
Some Negro workers at the
December 16. Mrs. Dixon was So Hats Off ! ! to these fine
plant had complained Negroes
the mother of the late Miss Julia young ladies and gentlemen.
did not enjoy the same job advancement opportunities as
white employes.

Fred Leatherwood and
Manassas High school had an
Chiquita Bridges.
Honors program on Dec. 17 in
the Cora P. Taylor auditorium. Mr. and Miss Sophisticated
Noble Thorrnson and
Honored were outstanding stuRubye Willett.
dents and clubs on campus.
Mr. and Miss Remarkable:
The members of the senior
Van Johnson and 1.eonra
class presented a Christmas
Reed,
dance in the Tiger's coliseum
Most Cooperative: Larry
on Dec. 21 at 1:30, thus bringJackson and Rose Wooling to a close the school year
ridge.
for 1965.
The NDCC officers, sponsors
Most Loquacious: Eugene
and non-commissioned officers
Taylor and Sandra Harrell.
ard has -a tremendous follow. ended the year with their very
Most Handsome Boy and
own Christmas ball.
Prettiest Girl: Ronald HawkCLUB NEWS
ins and Francis Bingham.
Goldwater, said Kitchel, had The Gracious Ladies Social Most Popular: Charles Trigg
said it v.,c,uld not be "correct to club, under the superivision of
and Bennetta Small.
Most Versatile: Larry Dillard
renom:nate him." Nevertheless, Miss Ramelle Eddins, have
and their
and Dorothy Bowles.
he said, "with what has been elected club officers
sweetheart.
Most Talented: Calvin Whitdeveloping since the 1964 elec- Officers are Edith Green,
field and Eva Flowers.
tion in the way of the issues president; Lorraine Monroe, Wittiest: Moss Cole and
Ilayes,
that we raised and the positions vice president; Lynette
Joyce Jackson.
we took being demonstrated to secretary; Thallie Gholston, as- Quietest: Alex Small and
Maureen
secretary;
Linda Doss,
have 'aeen correct, Senator sistant
Hollman. treasurer; Vernita Mr. Debonair and Miss
Goldwater's stock keens going
Nathan
Ora
Lester, chapain;
Charm: Bruce Allan and
up. And you can't write him
and Sandra Crawley, reporters;
Mary Walker.
off."
sergeantAnderson,
Christine
Friendliest: Michael Williams
Goodman,
Lillian
and Phyllis Taylor.
Kitchel, now president of the at-arms;
Free Society Association, said business manager, and Sylves- Mr. and Miss Personality: ••
that if Goidwater eliminated !ter West, sweetheart.
Robert Arnold and Cleaster
himser from the race, former Other members of the club
Adams.
Vice President Richard M. Nix. are Laura Macklin, Peggy Lee,;WEEK'S FAVORITES
on might be the logical choice Dorothy Ellis, Sylvia Cathy, Teacher: Miss Eleanor J.
as the GOP presidential candi. Grace Fly, Edith Whitney. DoGandy.
date.
rothy Fuller, Ida Austin, Gloria Boy: Curtis Brooms.
But Kitchel denied this meant Hammelett, Shirley Gray, Ruby
he was backing Goldwater for Willett, Mettle Lloyd and Vathe nomination, "because he is nese McDaniel.
not a candidate and this would WALK DOWN TIGER LANE
be a misconception of what I While walking down Tiger
Lane, you will encounter many
said."
types of Tigers with different
However, Kitchel said he sorts of information. During
thought that Goldwater, who is one of my strolls, I chanced to
honor:ay president of the Free meet an intelligent Tiger, who
Society Association, would poll growled, and then gave me a
more votes in 1968 than he did "Who's Who" list of the senior
m 1964.
class.
On another subject, Kitchel Mr. and Mrs. Einstein: Sylvester West and Paula
said he die: not think it was
Wooldridge.
necessary for the GOP to con.
demo the John Birch Society. Most likely to succeed: Matthew Davis and Mattie
He said that both he and Gold.
Fears.
water thought the society's lea.
dershi.) was "Irresponsible," Mr. and Miss Leadership:

GOP May Choose
Goldwater In '68

Kitche:, in an interview prepared for broadcast by Radio
Press International Sunday,
said Goldwater was still the
head of the Republican Party

May the true spirit o!
Christmas enter your
hearts this year.
STROZIER'S PHARMACY
2192 Chelsea Ave.
Ph 276.2588

See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE

Complete Selection Of The All New

1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!

The seecific complaints
dealt with "segregated seniority lines" in the mill's wood
room and stock preparation
room. Negroes claimed they I
could not advance as far as
sc hite workers and were pre‘ented from bidding on jobs
held by whites even though
they were qualified.

MISS AIR FORCE . . Lovely Yolanda High of Nashville
smiles for the camera because she has just been presented
the handsome "Miss AFROTC" sweater by the cadets of
AFROTC Detachmtnt 790 at Tennessee AAA State University. With her is Lt. Colonel Hannibal M. Cox, Jr., professor
of Aerospace Studies. Miss High, the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. E. G. High, is a senior beginning her fourth year as
head majorette with Tennessee's "Aristocrat of Rands, the
Marching 100."

• WASHINGTON — (U1'1) —
Dennison Kitchel, who managed
Barry Golciwater:s 1964 Presidential campaign, said the forcould not
mer Arizona
be cointed out as the GOP's

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE

The agreement covers only
the wood room and stock preparation room and not the rest
of the plant. Officials did not
disclose how many jobs were
involved.
Roosevelt said his proposal
was to integrate the Negro and
white seniority lines. Ile called
acceptance of the plan a major step forward toward ending
segregated practices in the
labor movement.

GO...1
.
:65 FORDS MUST
lacieslaq Trucki. Demenstrelers. Company Coq and becatir• Cars
FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
FOR EXAMPLE

I lt65 FORD GALAX1E 500
34* MN. 44 O.
Y'Y'YY

1.40101, 01.10:01.4
iMIT
6

$2461"

FULL1

CLEVELAND — (UPI) —
Curtis Pulley, 21, suspect in a
$750 bank robbery, was cleared
of charges in a Municipal Court
when the Judge ruled they
should not have filed under a
city statue. He left the court
room and was rearrested, on
a similar charge under state
law.
Girl: Rosie Phillips.
TOP TIGERS
Robert Brown, Charles Hall,
Ronald Crawford. Robert West,
Larry Suarez, William Rhodes,
Eugene Horne, Rommel Childress, Gloria Worthy, Barbara
Brown, Alma Binion, Carolyn
Laeos, Carrie Donelson, Margaret Cox, Diana Harding and
Jessie Furlovve.
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HIST COME, FIRST SIAM CHAIM YOUR DOWN WWII

Realster Here for 5,115 Valuable
Prises to Be Given Away—Including

New Falcon Future Sports Coupe with optional vinyl roof covering
3(4'Mit reams Real Mc,
.
3405
Meet $31.1s Per )4•.

'61 T•111rd
po.„, and air, 111195

154.7sypee Jac

162 Chevrolet
tivetside sleek
Notes $317.gi Pat Mk
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'63 Ford
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Feliciano 500 Hardtop (Fairlane GT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)

63 rora

Power tralia•
Oa. 1445
140144 .54.13 Par M.
CaTialo Kt
•iriatle met

Realizing the value of our
manyfriends, we extend to
all sincere greetings attd
best wishes of the season.

MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, GT 350 and COBRA

CHAMPALE is America s Original Sparkling Malt l000r.
Gives a champagne glow to any Occasion . yet costs lust
pennies more than beer. Buy it wherever beer is sold

Cham'pale

pagt—v*,, today ter ...MI ..dat CNAtiNAtt lice. lasoaset-- OW N. 140,400,4 INNAirf
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54. TNN.44.•

A. S. BARBORO, INC. 118 St. Paul Ave. Phone JAckson 7-1212

386 Beale Street
JA 6-8478
222 South Main
525-8542
Memphis, Tenn.

Herff Ford has o car to suit th• profession; Lawyer, Doctor, Tipachei, Government Work•r,
Factory Warier, Domestic; and a plar• to asesr• you of buying at Herff Ford • Summer Ave.
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Keep D. C. Home Rule Issue Alive
A group of public-spirited
citizens recently invited the
writer to the nation's capitol for
a meeting called to seek to keep
the home rule issue alive.
In the event you do not :maw
about this important issue, we
remind you that Washington
residents do not have the right
t;c vote or to run their own lot al government. The District is
cinder the virtually dictatorial
control of Congress. with aft, ,r•oicr them.cis (commissioners) chosen

'Subscription row Dn. yew., Sil:ii. months, $3.50, (2.yeur special Subactiptian tete
Sig) The Tri.5tot• Drilendirr Does Not Take Responsibility ler unsolicited kl•nu•cripts
ior Photos. Published Every Thursday hy the New Tri•Stote Publishing Cs, S•cond
Closs Postage P•ii et Memphis, Tenstessite, Under Act of Merck 2, 11179.

Notional Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC. —310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Outlook For 1966
The 1966 race relations forecasting season is about to open.
Many social study centers on
university campuses together
with church and lay organizations, are pondering over their
figures to reach conclusions on
the whole range of legal and social accommodations to the Negro problem.
First to be measured is the
extent to which the Department
of Justice has exercised its power to force compliknce with the
Civil and Voting Rights Acts.
Though the department's chief,
Nicholas Katzenbach, insists
that recent criticism of the department was ill-founded, precie
pitous and unjust—the outcry
persists in many responsible
quarters that the Department
of Justice is dragging its feet
on enforcement of the Civil.
Rights Act and of the later provisions of the Voting Rights
Act.
The criticism may or may not
have validity. Nevertheless, no
one will dispute that the outlook for 1966 is brighter than in
any year since the onset of the
black revolution. First of all. the
Johnson Administration h a s
gone farther on commitments
to first class citizenship for the
Negro than any previous Presidential regime.
In the second place, no other
U.S. attorney general has had
the experience of going through
the fire of baptism on the
school desegregation front as
has Katzenbach. Who can forget the stirring drama of his
confrontation with Gov. Wallace
of Alabama when the issue was
the desegregation of the state

university?
Founded or not, the criticism
has the merit of putting the Department of Justice on its guard
and of hastening the process of
bringing the old Confederate
states back into the Union.
With more Federal registrars
in the recalcitrant Southern
counties, and Federal District
Courts throwing out all objections to the registration of qualified Negro voters — and with
the President showing ,a disposition toward acceleration of the
pace of civil rights compliance
—the outlook for 1966 seems
brighter than had been antin-noted. Though Southern opposition it has not been completely
obliterated, and the degree of
the resistance is lessening day
by day.
More and more school districts 1 need of money to carry
out thei ducational programs
are meetin
ements
quir.
of integration, or hay, given depositions -relating th 'r intention to de so in the i mediate
future.
Public housing is et an unresolved issue, esp lolly in the
North. A law re ring open occupancy i a areas of residency, both private and public, is
the only missing link in the
chain of development on
the civil rights front. And the
prospects are bright that such
a requirement may be enacted
into law by Congress.
All in all, 1966 looms great as
a banner year in the history of
the evolution of minority rights
in the context of American
democracy. May this forecast
become a satisfying reality and
not a disappointing mirage.

The Watts Panel
A blue ribbon commission
that was appointed to investigate last summer's riot in Los
Angeles' Watts community has
handed down a set of what jot
described as "costly and extreme" recommendations aimed
at treating the causes of the
violent outbreaks.
Headed by John A. McCone,
former director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, the commission warned that the August
riot would be a mere "curtainraiser" for future violence if the
public failed to adopt a "revolutionary attitude" in dealing
with racial problems.
Referring not only to Los Angeles but also to other American cities the commission with
much wisdom observed:
"We are seriously concerned
that the existing breach, if allowed to persist, could in time
split our society irretrievably."
No doubt, the commission has
put its finger on the sociological causes that brought on the
disorders in Watts. However, it
must be noted that the pointing out of sins gives no guarantee of their cessation. A systematic program of economic
denial and social proscription.
is a matter that staggers public responsibility.
The commission was wrong
In not articulating the obligations of governmental and organized social agencies to come
quickly to grips with inflamma-

ble conditions before they burst
into almost irrepressible conflagration.
It is pathetic display of intellectual ineptitude to place upon
the Negro the full responsibility
for salvaging himself out of the
quicksand into which he has
been pushed. The commission
went out of its way to fall into
a strange contradiction when it
said that "no amount of money,
no amount of effort, no amount
of training will raise the disadvantaged Negro to the position he seeks unless he himself
shoulders a full share of the responsibility for his own wellbeing."
Yet in the same breath, the
commission says its proposals
may be "extensive and burdensome. We 'make them because
we are convinced the Negro can
no longer exist with the disadvantages which separate him
from the rest of society, deprive
him of employment and cause
him to drift aimlessly through
life. This we feel represents a
crisis in our country."
Three hundred years of oppression, of denial of opportunity, of social proscription, have
taken their toll of the Negro's
body and soul. Though slavery
is gone, the traditions and sentiments and some of the very arguments which supported the
institution at its height linger
to confound all efforts at planning a new day.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.

Myth Of The Promised Land
During the past 11 years,
starting with the crusade for
integrated bus transportation in
Montgomery, Ala.; I have found
myself more and more deeply
involved in the civil rights struggle.'
In this turbulent, traumatic
and thrilling decade, much has
been written, spoken and revealed about the plight of the
Southern Negro and his indomitable courage in his march
toward human dignity. Nothing
could be more richly deserved
than the fulsome praise which
has been accorded to black sons
and daughters of the South.
Their creative, loving nonviolent militancy has written
bright pages into the history of
meaningful progress for this
nation.
These same heroic marching
blacks would be the first to acknowledge that they were not
forced to stand alone in their
bitter struggle. Americans of
both races, all religions and
classes and, indeed, citizens of
other lands, helped make major
victories possible.
With prayer and moral and
financial suppOrt men of goodwill from virtually every corner
of the universe have given significant witness to the Negro revolution.
Not the least of these has
been the Negro people who inhabit our teeming cities of the
North, Midwest and Far West.
At the Nobel Peace Prize
ceremonies in Oslo last yerir. I
predicted that the final battles
of the civil rights struggle
would assume a new dimension.
I envisioned that the thrust
would qot be a struggle to integrate iiinch counters, but would
develop into a problem of dealing with de facto segregation in
schools, jobs and housing in our
Northern cities.
Developments have justified
this prediction which was shared
by leaders of other civil rights
organizations. The disillusion of
the Negro in the North is an
enigma only to the insensitive
or uninformed.
Embittered with his lot in a

South which has sought to suppress the Negro sense of "somebodiness," a South which has
told him daily that he is "less
than," "not equal to," the Negro
migrated North.
By the thousands and the
hundreds of thousands, he made
the pilgrimage to Washington,
to Detroit, Chicago, New York,
Los Angeles and San Franciso
and Philadelphia and New Jersey. He was seeking ;he Promised Land.
But the Negro soon learned
that the North is not the Promised Land; that the subtle
nuances of de facto segregation
in the North are as humiliating psychologically as the more
obvious segregation of the
North, is literally.
•
To make matters worse, as
the South has slowly, reluctantly begun to turn to face her
destiny, the rigidities of Northern discrimination and segregation have stiffened.
This past summer, T made a
tour of Northern cities. I have
seen integration on the increase
rather than on the decline, above
the Mason-Dixon line.
The ghetto has become more
intensified than dispersed. Explosive racial tensions in the
mighty metropolitan areas have
produced riots.
In the main, those who give
themselves over to the self-defeating extremes of rioting are
Negroes who feel they have
nothing to lose because they are
forced to live in shims, attend
noor schools and suffer from job
bias. The young people, particularly, see life as a long and desolate corridor with no exit sign.
One of the basic reasons for
this despair, of course, is subhuman conditions into which
black babies are born, in which
black children are raised and to
which black people, men, women
and children go home each night
to close themselves in with their
frustrations.
,America must come to learn
that, as long as slums are profitable — like narcotics — they
vjJI continue to exist.

In recent years. there has
;Ten a swelling demand for
legislation which will give the
District to its own citizens:
Many people have expressed
their support of this, including
the President, who appealed to
Congress to bring home rii1e into reality.
Some congressmen opposed to
home rule have what they consider logical and proper reasons
why it should not come into
being. But some members of the
Southern and right-wing blocs
are opposed to home rule for
one simple reason.
Negroes constitute 72 per
cent of the population of Washington, D.C. It is virtually certain that when home rule comes
about, Washington will have a
-Negro Mayor and a black pov yr .tructure to administer its
affairs. The very thought of
this is enough to make some of
the segregationists shiver.
President Johnson spok e
forcefully enough in favor of
home rule to force discharge of
the measure from committee,
but a hill known as the Sick Bill.
was passed and the status quo
preserved with the same old system of commission-run government in Washington. still dictated by the Congress.
Richard Lyons, chairman of
the District Home Rule Committee, who has worked tirelessly for passage of home rule.
made a very interesting speech.
He praised the President highly
for his efforts.
I could not refrain from commenting, during my remarks.

that we in ust understand that
the President (lid not do enough.
What he accomplished was fine.
As far as it went Mr. Johnson
has made tremendous accomplishments in civil rights areas.
He has achieved triumphs for
democracy which no other President could have achieved. But
you and I know that it is a fact
of life that when Lynd6n Johnson wants a bill passed — and
when he wants it with enough
passion — he gets it. He becomes a persuader, an armtwister, a charmer — whatever
he has to be to see his will executed.
So I said in Washington —
that not enough pressure has
been exerted upon the President
by the Negro people of Washington, D.C. — or by Negroes
around the nation. One local reporter made the observation
that the big civil rights organizations ought to adopt this campaign as one of their vital projects.
He felt that it should be made
a national issue. I agree, despite
the fact that Lyons and other
leaders — both Negro and white
— are giving splendid and dedicated leadership to this issue
which can mean so much to
them and their children.
Negroes in Washingtn have
never had the vote. Some are
recently up from the Deep
South and finding Washington
comparatively superior in terms
of integration and freedom.
Some do not realize the tremen- •
dous implications of power in
the ballot. This apathy must be
blasted. They must be made to
realize' that you only ?et what
you fight for — and the right
to vote is worth fighting for.
Leaving the Washington
meeting, I felt a warm glow about the calibre of leadership
in the Washington Community.
I earnestly feel these leaders
should receive the strong support and backing of Roy Wilkins, Martin Luther King, James
Farmer, Whitney Young and
all the rest of our national leadership.
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Racial

Friendships

In the old pre-civil rights
days, the hand of interracial,
friendship seemed to have been
extended mostly by very sophisticated folks or else by only the
most ardent crusaders in social
causes.
As to just being friends on a
human basis between whites ant
Negroes in our U.S.A., it seldom
happened. Many a Negro and
many a white person lived a
whole lifetime without having
any friends of a complexion not
their own, even in this day and
age of highly publicized democracy.
May white persons dearly love
their Negro maids, but both her
services and the return of her
affection are paid for, so the
link between employer and employee is hardly one of pure
friendship. It is not easy for
whites and Negroes to be friends in a simple natural way in
most of the U.S.A., and in these
days of racial tensions with

Rare
many New Yorkers afraid to go
to Harlem and out West, no
whites daring to visit Watts,
handshakes across the color line
in genuine friendship are hard
to come by.
It is almost a rule that black
and white shall not unite, except
perhaps among the college kids.
Not so long ago I went to a
student party on the campus of
a major Eastern college. It was
a very mixed party, racially
speaking, and the teenagers and
young adults present were what
you might call typical American
kids — except that most of them
belonged to the campus NAACP
or CORE or SNCC.
In a big student dormitory
room, over delicatessen sandwiches, soft drinks and a few
cans of beer, they were reaching
out the hands of friendship to
each other, white boys and
colored girls, white girls and
colored boys—colored and white
in general, sex aside.
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A PRIZEWINNER — Miss Itarhara Wade
of 2375 Pratt was one of the area winners in
the Christmas Lighting contest sponsored

by the City Beautiful Commission. She received a certificate of merit and the attractive sign was placed in her yard.

NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
Government attorneys were to
go before • three-judge federal
to force
court Tuesday seekingthousan
ds
the state to register
, listof persons, mostly Negroes
rs.
examine
ed by federal voter registra.
The applicants for
r*
ion were listed by examine
working in five Louisiana parishes (counties) under the
Voting Rights Act of 1965. Ro-

Assistant U.S. Atty. Gen
Debert Owes said the Justice
partment considers the case an
bring
"enforcement suit" to
compliance with the federal law.
Examiners were sent to Pia-

GRAYS WIN AWARD — Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Gray of 1810 Greenview Circle were
one of the winners in the Christmas Lightbig contest sponsored by the City BeautHul

quemines, East Carroll and East
Feliciana parishes shortly after
President Johnson signed the
Voting Rights Act into law last
August. Ouachita and West
Feliciana parishes later were
added to the list of areas deemed too hard-core segregationist
to comply willingly with the law.
T h e Justice Department
brought the suit to put a stop
to state court decisions hindering the examiners. State and
local officials obtained injuncCommission. The attractive sign in the tions against examiners in East
yard sass, "Christmas Lighting Award — Carroll and Ouachita parishesa.
but these were dissolved by
City Beautiful Commission."
federal judge.

South
Side Men's club paused during their recent Christmas
party to present $100 on an NAACP Life membership to
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, executive secretary of the Memphis
branch. Ori photo. from left, are Arthur Woodson, James

LIFE MEMBERSHIP PAYMENT — Members of the

Mitchner, president, presenting check to Mrs. Smith; Wil
liam Burk, vice president; Theodore Walton, secretary•
Ferell Brooks, E. D. Stewart, financial secretary; William
Cilland, treasurer, and If. I. Wilson.

2000 LAMAR
the y "aarree ground.illegitiargue,
— (UPI) — pies, theyt h at
Should Black Muslim children mate the fundamental wrongs
be required to salute the Ame-led in
ion and racism."
rican flag in New Jersey pub- lof segregat
' The Muslims claim protection
lic schools?
!under a statute governing conThe State Supreme Court was scientious objectors ,who are
to consider an appeal involving permitted to remain silent du.
several adherents of the militant Negro movement. They
claim the Muslim faith is a religion and does not permit flag
saluting.
BOSTON — (UP) — A NaThe Elizabeth, N.J., School shua, N.H., man who told poBoard suspended the Muslim lice he was Christmas shopping
children in 1963 for refusing to for a fur coat, was due in muniannual
their
honor the flag. The state Edu- cipal court on a charge of breakThis week, reporters were treated to
Department then ruled ing and entering.
cation
House
White
the
at
look
first
holiday delight — a
of the children, arid the Police arrested the man early
favor
In
her
added
Christmas decorations. The first lady has
Elizabeth Board appealed.
Sunday morning on the fire esown innovations and the results in the words of one Attorneys for the Board con- cape outside a third -floor wina
not
is
dow of I. J. Fox Co., a downtend that Muslimi„m
reporter were "spectacular."
legitimate religion. Muslim scru-I town furrier.
tree
fir
18-foot
mighty
The
Trees are everywhere.
decorated in an Early American theme to the undecorated ones that stand with quiet, non-glittering eleAigance at the foyer and in the hall leading to the Blue
11FRoom, the Green Room, the Red Room and the East
Room where the 18th century creche is poised against
the wall with an antique gold background to match
the draperies.
This year's main tree is topped with a lovely angel
made of burlap and filled with ceramic toys, cookie
.
(real enough to eat) animals, dolls and Santa Clauses
spend
will
family
his
and
nt
Preside
the
though
Even
Christmas at their beloved ranch on the Pedernales
River, the upstairs living quarters has its own tree.
but smaller. Miniature-spruces in vermille pots dominate each of the "color" rooms, and in the State Room.
the Monroe plateau glitters gloriously. It is quite
breath-taking.
The Pinata — a Latin American decoration — is
NT DANCE — Making plans for the
missing this year to be replaced by marvelous Della PLANNING STUDE
Club Paradise sponsored by the Memphis
at
27
dance
Dec.
that
s
column
Robbia garlands around the stately
club are Bill Cunningham, vice president, left and Mack
separate the foyer from the East Room.
Davis, the president. Proceeds from the dance will be given
This year, in the view of the historians, may well
to the Memphis student attaining the highest scholastic
average at TSU, according to dance planners. Part of the
top all other Christmases in holiday decor. Surprisingmoney will be used to send a top high school graduate to
iftly enough, it was not until 1880 that the White House TSU
in the fall, the committee said. (Billy Withers Photo)
tree.
mas
'had its first Christ
lonely
had
President Jefferson, a widower, never
holidays for he relied on his grandchildren to cheer
him at Christmas. General Eisenhower, similarly
shared his Christmas with his grandchild.
Another American President — Andrew Jackson
1-44AIDE
AWNING CO
—entertained a delegation of lonely Pawnee Indians
MI
Tel. BR 6.4431
216 S. Pauline
who found themselves in Washington at the time.
the
in
"
-riding
"rough
lt
was
When Teddy Rooseve
White House, times were raucous and not a little athletic, but there was one exception to the present Christmas. Mrs. Johnson's home is filled with trees. President Teddy allowed none.
Charity at Christmas began with the Woodrow
r
Wilsons. Most of us recall personally that Eleano
Roosevelt delivered gifts to the orphan children in the
nation's capital.
Again, many will remember news stories telling of
Diethe flair that FDR, Sr. had when reading Charles
that
d
enjoye
Hoover
nt
Preside
But
mas,
Christ
at
s
'ken
American classic just as much.
The Eisenhowers introduced a unique tradition to
first
the White House. Prior to his terms of office, the
family sent cards to their personal friends. Ike and
s,
Mamie began sending cards to cabinet member
friendly heads of state, and government officials.
May Christmas
This Christmas the President and Mrs. Johnson
l
sent nearly 1,400 cards — not including their persona
to each of
bring
friends. This year's card is a snow scene of trees plantfriends
many
our
Adams.
ed in the President's park by John Quincy
former
by
ess.
planted
and
happin
joy
trees
show
They plan each year to
Oaks
presidents, and last year sent cards with two
planted by the President.
While the Johnsons will more than likely have a
the Eisen.
party for the staff and for the press. it was
merely
Sr.
F.D.R.,
idea.
party
the
begun
who
bowers
in to
came
and
staff
House
called in the entire White
mas."
Christ
"Merry
say,
Which is just what I say to you — and a happy
nd prosperous new year.
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WILLIAMS

Home: 323-4214

1965 Impala Coupe — Notes $72.50 $2295
TO BE HONORED — Ernest Batten and Miss Angeleau
Davis, elected "Mr. Memphis" and "Miss Memphis" by
Memphis students atteading Tennessee A & I State unlver.
sity in Nashville, will be honored at a dance to he presented
at Club Paradise by the Memphis club on Monday night,
Dee. 27. Mr. Batten is a sophomore majoring in political
science and Miss Davis a freshman majoring in physical
education. (Billy Withers Photo)

As The Old Year Draws
To A Close We Main
Extend Warmest Wishes
For Your Good Health,
Happiness And Good
Fortune. May Your
Holidays BrinA A Full
Share Of Those Thinks
Which Make This World
A Better Place In
Which To Live.

The Officers, Staff and Employes of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company extend Season's greetings from our new Home Office and
cordially invite you to attend the dedication ceremonies April 1-3, 1966.
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l'FIRST IN ITS FIELD'_

HOGUE & KNOTT

Schenley Upholds
Its Race Policies

Do your Christmas Food Shopping
at one of our Food Stores

6

NEW YORK — Civil rights A Schenley spokesman, made
leader_ who called for a boy- the point that the firm's plants
cott last week against Schen- started unionizing as far back
ley Industries, Inc., got their as July 16, 1936, when the first
answer Sunday in a detailed Schenley-union contract w a I
statement issued by the Schen- signed to cover production
ley firm's New York office. workers at Schenley, Pa.
A Schenley spokesman indi- "At about the same time,"
cated his firm has been first the spokesman continued,
in its industry in supporting "Schenley started its practice
JACKIE, BACKSTAGE
policies contributing to the ad- of insisting on the union insig- Mrs. John F. Kennedy, flanked by her escort, Alan Jay
Pvt. James Dukes, 411 E. 46th
rights.
vance of civil
nia on all printed matter, in- Lerner, and star, Barbara Ilarris, visits cast backstage
St., is currently undergoing bacluding bottle labels.
following evening performance of the musical "On A Clear
sic combat training in the 196th The suggested boycott would
sinevecraall. "Since 1941, all Schenley
abnedengirnapseuppo
Day You Can See Forever," in New York City. Miss Harris
Light Infantry Brigade at Fort
picrtkernsf
thousand
products have been 100 per- plays female lead in the show and Lerner is the producer
Devens, Mass. Assigned to Cons- ifornia, who are on "strike" al- cent union-made. As of Aug. and lyricist for the production. (UPI Telephoto)
pany A, the new soldier will ui- though they have no union.
31, 1965, Schenley ha- 62 contracts with 59 local unions reptimately be assigned to a fully
The
hne Schenley statement
Tn
firstIam
.international
combat-ready brigade, the
things, pointedir e sent i n g 16
among
f three to be activated in the o
atat the grape pickers, for'umcms•
he
thuet tm
Mirrent build-up of the Army.
part, are wandering "Schenley is the only distilling
Pvt. Dukes is a graduate of\workers from Mexicdo who work
that has qualified con-,
Central High School. Ile is the faon.
r a few *eeks an then move sistently over the years for ex- 1
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dukes
hibition of its products at the
The Schenley boycott had annual Union Label Show. Twice
been urged by James Farmer, in the last two years Schenley
national director of CORE, anti has been named "Labor's Unioni
NEW YORK — In recent James Forman, executive see- Firm of the Month" by t h e
Union Label and Service Trades MIAMI — (UPI) — Michael
years, more motor vehicle ctary of SNCC.
Department of the State of Doud Gill, the 29-year-old treadeaths have occurred in August
than in any other month, the Farmer said the right of Col- New York and the Union Label sure-hunting nephew of Mrs
helps all and Service Trades Council of Dwight D. Eisenhower, has
Insurance Information Institut& ective bargaining
races."
points out.
Greater New York and Long been charged w it h writing
I
Schenley, meanwhile, retort- Island.
.
more than $11,000 in worthless
In 1964, 4,810 persons died in cd that it is far ahead of othchecks for work done on his
car accidents during August, al- er firms within its industry so "In California all. of Schenplush new houseboat.
most 4 per cent more than in far as the encouragement of ey's wine-making operations
October, which had the next collective bargaining is con- are fully unionized from grape However, authorities in Mihighest toll.
rushing to f i n a 1 bottling. ami a n d Fort Lauderdale,
cerned.
Grape picking and arbor prun- where the two warrants were
e
heen o
agricultural
issued, say Gill is in Freeport,
Pheorsaetninnbay. Grand Bahamas, and they have
No union has
agricultural workers to repre- been unable to serv e the warsent them in any of the Cali- rants.
fornia vineyards.
1 State Atty. Richard Gerstein
"Workers performing th
--ese issued the first warrant against
operations
agricultural
usuallYIGill Dec. 8. It charged hi ni
are of Mexican extraction and with writing a worthless check
are employed for the harvest- for $3,271.05 to Friedman Sound
lag and pruning season in the Inc., in Miami as partial payvalley region around Delano. ment for a $7,000 high-fi, closed
They then move on to harvests circuit television system installin other parts of California and ed in Gill's $50,000 houseboat.
elsewhere.
DOUG GILL
About a week later, Surfside
"Here in the East — and ev- Six Floating Homes Inc., off
hower's sister.
ery place else outside of Cali- Fort Lauderdale filed a warfornia—Schenley has no grape- rant charging Gill with writing He heads Soreo Ltd., a Ba•
growing operations and does not the firm worthless check for hamian company of skindivers
employ agricultural labor.
$8,000 as partial payment for which claimed list June to have
t h e 60-foot, three bedroom discovered a hoatload of sunk"The groups which seek to
foment racial strife herein are houpeboat "Corker 11."
en Spanish treasure off Free.
misleading well-meaning chi. Both firms told authorities port.
were
the
checks
on
the
Written
rens because there is no racial
District of Columbia National Authorities said Gill, who
'discrimination involved."
Sank in Wasiunston and were lists his home addrepirgss Beda.„ stamped "insufficient thesda, Md., took tliertorkec
rnentstetted
II to Freeport several 'days beGill is the son of Mrs. George fore the warrants were issutd
Gordon Moore, Mrs. Eisen- for his arrest.

COMBAT TRAINING

$11,000 IN BAD CHECKS
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August Worst Month

New Crop

PECANS

IJephew Of Ike
N
abbed For Fraud
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Poplar Dodge
Your New Neighbor

Home of Red Carpet

Care

Red Delicious

APPLES

Large Size

Doz.

We Want Your Business

2810 Poplar Avenue

s
California Sunkist 'N,
or Juicy Florida

ORANGES
290

2 Suits Attack Poll Tax, if
Alabama Magistrates' Fees

Per
Doz.

Fancy Golden
CABANA

PER
LB.

BANANAS

The judges are to decide on
MONTGOMERY, A I a .
(UPI) — Two suits challenging the basis of briefs already
the Poll Tax in Alabama and filed and on oral arguments in
the state's pay system for the the poll tax hearing. U.S. CirJustice of the l'eace Courts cuit Judges Richard Rives and
. were to be heard before three Walter Gerwin and Dist. Judge
U.S. Judges.
Frank M. Johnson, Jr. were
A suit charging the tax is hearing the cases.
unconstitutional a n d violates If they uph('I the sate tax
the 14th and 15th Amendments a second hearing will be cont.) the Constitution has been ducted on the issues ti the fact
filed by the Justice Depart. in the case. The hearing is conmeni.
fined to the law itself.
1 The National Association for
The NAACP suit charges that
the Advancement of Colored since Justices are paid from
other
the
filed
and costs and not salarfines
(NAACP)
People
, action. It seeks an injunction les, they have an interest in oh.
against prosecution of a Negro taming convictions, thus denycharged with reckless driving ing defendants due process of
by a Lowndes County Justice. law.

80
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WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
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WHISKEY
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
3511 Pork at Highland
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at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
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43i1 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at
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1578 Lamar Ave.
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OLD CROW

ROLLS

.9N
tom

Start your wo &ober today,
with beautl'ol plaids in
Sport Coati a: d Panto, that
would mak• a sporty outfit.
•

1

Let America's favorite Bourbon deliver your holiday greetings — Good Luck, Good Health, More Wealth.That's the
message your friends will find on the colorful gift-wrap
of Old Crow. Good wishes on the outside,good whiskey
on the inside. Two gifts in one... OLD CROW
Famous.Smooth. Mellow
NEDTUCKY STRAIDNT 1101),DVD w,cy seep DO DODD'

ro rag IfIlTirD BY INC MOM Ott CROW DISTILLERY CO FRANKFORT,

Today-start your layaway plan for holiday IterOs at Forts.' Clothier. Clothing for th• whole, family, only a few
dollars, per week will start your layaway or charge.
Carn• today & see our ernarte•t selection' In clothing for
men, women & children. We welcome your, businm, with
Courteous service.
CHARGE IT

154 SO. MAIN
527.8037
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AT HER DESK — Mrs. R. Q. Venson Co-Ordinator of the
Community Action Program of Memphis and Shelby County
takes time out from the busy schedule of her job to answer

questions in her office located lo the Tenoke Building, 161
Jefferson Avenue.

a Baindivers
to have
f sunkf Free.

ide on
ready
ents iC
S. cll.es and
Judge
were

es that
from
solart in ohdenyess of

QN THE JOB — The newly appointed coordinator of the
:Community Action Program plunges into her job and is
.sbown visiting a mother of eight children in an area designated as "Map South" a poverty area for which an application for federal appropriation is being processed. This
mother and her children live in a three room house, three

small girls share a bed with the mother. The other bed in
the house is shared by three teen age boys who alternate
sleeping in the bed and the floor. Rent in this house is 32.50
per month and the tota, income per week for the mother is
$25.00 with $5.011 of this amount given to her by a seventeen
year old son.

0001) NEWS IS REFLECTED in the face of the Co-Ordinator of the Community Action Program over the success
of a project and the anticipation that federal funds may
soon be available for the antipoverty program in Memphis

and Shelby County. Sharing this news with her are James
0. Graham, Director of Memphis and Shelby County De.
partment of Public Welfare, Chief Pearson, of Juvelsilo
Court and Jim Key, Director of Tall Trees.

WITH THE MAYOR — Mrs. Venson and Mayor William
B. Ingram are shown sharing pleasantries at a banquet
honoring her pastor, Rev. A. Meliwen Williams, who has

THE R. Q. VENSON FAMILY is captured by the photographer and they are left to right: Pamela Venson, Dr. R.

Been named President of the Baptist Missionary and Eds.
rational Convention. The banquet was held in the dining
hall of the Metropolitan Baptist Church.
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The holiday season is in full swing and there was much was also an ornate vase, which serves as a centerpiece too; cided to go to Si. Louis to attend the annual Christmas part1
frolicking at the Christmas party of the University Lane Im- and ALMA HOLT'S third prize was a beautiful scarf for milady. of her brother and his wife, Atty. and Mrs. HARRY '118rIGGi
Guests winning prizes were ESTHER BROWN, whose first which was last SaturdaY night. Of course she saw her soh
provement club which was held at the Edward Avenue home
prize was a centerpiece of artificial flowers that was a beauty H. D., and his family Driving their mother up were her sons,
of IMOGENE.. and WALTER HILL Saturday night.
HAROLD and KENNETH and their mates, TILLIE and HELEN.
Neighbors who had gathered to wish that jolly ohs St. Nick to behold, and Addie Jones, won a perfume set.
Other members enjoying the festive and unaware that
LOUISE RAVE DUDLEY who has been visiting her parwas going to bring the best to each other were JEANETTE
and CHARLES GRAHAM, he's President of the club; the their hostess was in the hospital until the end of the meeting ents, Mr. and Mrs BEN PARKER on Waverly since het
WILLIAM BRADFORDS, the BILL PRIDES, LULA JOHNSON, were ETHEL ISABEL, GLADYS WeWITT, OPHELIA VAN- return from France where she spent three years with her U.S.
GWENDOLYN and JOHN POSTON, ALBERT THOMAS, the PELT, WILHELMEIN I,OCKARD, CLAUDIA FOSTER and ..Army Sgt. husband, LaSALLE DUDLEY is off to Ft. Hood,
JACQUES WILMORES, EVELYN and BENNIE KING, DORIS JEAN WASHINGTON, EDDIE HIDEOUT, GRACE BROWN Texas to spend the holidays with hei hubby. She was fortified
with a chafing dish to prepare fondue a dish they became,quite
FRIESON, the BOOKEP MOORES, Sr., HELEN and "RIP" and ST, IVORY JEANS were also guests.
Good looking EVELYN VAVASSEUR was hostess to Les fond of while in Europe.
BURNS, the THOMPSONS, MODEAN and HARRY, that is;
By
Louise's French poodle Gigi, had to forfeit this trip: '
ELIZABETH HAYES, the SAM BROWNS, EDNA and "DUB" Uniques and invited PEARL GORDON and JUANITA to serve
And with the college crowd home for the holidays there're
HERRON, the ROBERT PORTERS and VELMA LOIS JONES es bridge consultants to the bridge neophytes.
Les Uniques enjoying the evening were RUBY PURDY, Howardites ANNE BURFORD, who's visiting her parents, the
with ERNEST OWENS.
And the Les Elites Bridge Club decked themselves nit in DANESE HANCOCK WELCH, BETTY GILLIS ROUNDS, JER- P. L. Burfords; SALLYE JUNE BOWMAN with her mother,
red and green and were laoking quite glamourous when they LINE WILLIAMS, JOANN MAYO OSBORNE, CAROLYN Mrn. J. C. BOWMAN, IRENE TAYLOR, visiting her parents,
• 'And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and attended JO BERNICE BROOKS meeting Saturday night a PURDY, AMANDA BATTLES, ARNETHA VANPELT, MYRA Mr. and Mrs. BONNIE TAYLOR, DON BROWNLEE, visiting
the glory of the Lord shone round about them: and they were the the Sheraton Motor Inn.
his mother, Mrs. GEORGE BROWNLEE, LYNNE ULENs with
SMITH and DORIS TUNSTALL.
sore afraid. And the angel said unto them, "Fear not; for beVivacious LAURIE SUGARMON and her small ones, her aunt and uncle EVFLYN and CHARLES ILES, LACEY,
Christmas was really in the air and the club members exhold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to changed gifts with their heretofore "secret pals" and Bernice's TYRIK, ELENA, ERIC! and MONIQUE are home for the "BUTCH" KENNEDY, Jr. visiting his parents the LACEY
all people. For unto you good tidings of great joy, which shall prizes went right aiong with the season.
holidays with their husband and father, Atty. RUSSELL B. KENNEDYS in Marianna; and FELTON EARLS, JR., 'who*S
be to all vople. For unto you is born this day in the city of
WILMA SUEING captured the first prize of eight Christ- SUGARMON, JR. Laurie, you know, is working on her doc- a medical student visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Felton
David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord. Luke 2:9-11.
mas glasses with matching coasters. The glasses were decorat- torate in Romance languages at Johns Hopkins university this Earls and' PAULETTE BRINKLEY, the JOHN BRINKLEY'S
With the advent of Christmas, wedding bells are ringing ed with green holly leaves and red berries.
daughter is in Detroit visiting friends.
year. Some energy, that girl!
and have already rung for Rev. LOUISE LYNOM and ELDER
JACKIE BRODNAX is home from Clarke in Dubuque and
The Riverses, MARGARET and DR. FRED have put their
The second prize, a snack stack set in green, blue, orange
JOHN COLLINS IVERY December 17, at Mt. Olive CME and olive green went to lucky ELMA MARDIS, and DELORES new Toronado on the road to Ft. Worth, Texas where they'll her brother, TERRY is home from Marian College in Indianacathedral with the pastor, Rev. T. C. LIGHTFOOT officiating. BOONE •won the third prize, a set of ash trays in the chape of visit her parents, Dr. and Mrs. U.--ElirrAYFIELD for the holi- polis, they're the offsprings of the WILLIAM BRODNAXES,
,•
CARL BOWMAN, is visiting his mother, Mrs. J. C. BOWMAN
The reception following the ceremony and was held in the Christmas trees with the appropiate, holly and berries.
days.
social rooms of the church.
And the A. Maceo Walkers gave their new Cadillac a test from Morehouse, OTHO SAWYER, JR. from Lincoln is visitEven the guest prize carried out the yule theme, it was
The ,bride is the daughter of Mrs. MAGGIE L. LYNOM two guest towels, one embossed with a Xmas bell and the other when they drove to St. Louis over the week-end to attend the .ing his mother, Mrs. OTHO SAWYER, and also home from
and the late Moses Jefferson Lynom. The couple is at home a candle. Lucky winner of this prize was MAMIE TUGGLE. football game between ths Cleveland Browns and the St. Louis Lincoln is ERNEST BELL, who's visiting his aunts, Mrs.
on Fernwood.
Looking good in their red and green frocks were other Les Cardinals. RUTH and ROBERT Lewis were their companions. MARIE L. ADAMS and Miss MATTIE BELL.
Members of the Parkway Gardens Presbyterian Ch4Od
Mrs. LILLIAN THOMAS,
On the spur of tiw moment, Mrs. THELMA WHALUM de- announces the approaching marri- Elites, ERNESTINE CUNNINGHAM, ANITA SUGGS, ELLA
bade their pastor Rev. LAWRENCE HAYGOOD farewell with
age of her daughter, Miss ELISE ELIZABETH THOMAS to HEWITT, DOROTHY MOSLEY, ELIZABETH DURHAM,
a reception Tuesday night at the church. Rev. Haygood is
THEODORE ROOSEVELT BRANCH to be solemnized during DOROTHY EVANS and RUTHIE STRONG.
now Campus Life Minister at Tuskegee Institute and pastor of
the holiday season.
WINIFRED FRANKLIN was hostess in absentia to Les
the the Westminister Presbyterian Chich in Tuskegee.
The bride, who is also - the daughter of the late Charlie Ed Cheres Amies also on Saturday and they met at Mrs. Cain's.
Appearing on the program were Rev. RAY RIDDLE, who
Thomas, Sr., is a graduate of LeMoyne college and a teacher Pinch hitting for the absent hostess who had checked into the
spoke for the Memphis Presbytery, LOUIS B. HOBSON, speakat Alcy Elementary School. She is an active member of Delta hospital, was her sister in law, Addie D. Jones.
ing for the community, and THEODORE JOHNSON an elder of
Sigma Theta sorority.
Here too the seasonal spirit prevailed as members and
Parkway Gardens who spoke for the church.
The groom -to-be is the son of Mrs. HATTIE BRANCH and guests vied for the lovely and useful gifts all for the home.
Mrs. BOBBIE WILLIAMS was Chairman of the reception
the late NOAH BRANCH. He attended Tennessee A & I State MARTHA FLOWERS snared the first prize, a fragile vase deand Mrs. MINNIE ROBINSON is president of the Womed of
university and is a postal employee;
corated With cherubs, LORRAINE BRISTER'S second prize
the Chuch.
"Front Strecting" it for the T. S. Eliot's "Cocktail Pdris.:"
Henry Needham, Miss G. S.
were PAULINE ALLEN, her daughter, Mildred Stennis Isom
Hentrel, Miss Thelma Hawkins,
Flint, BERNICE CALLOWAY, ZERNIA PEACOCK, VELMA
Atty. B. F. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
LOIS JONES, JEWEL HULBERT and INEZ WOODS.
B. Rodgers, Mr. and Mrs. ElCatching the Chicago Bears and Minnesota Football ganist
e
roy Bond and Mr. and Mrs.
In Chicago over the week-end were JOIN WESLEY, HARPER
Herbert Nolan.
BREWER, GEORGE COX, IRA SPILLERS and HERMAN
Also Mr. and Mrs. James
O'NEAL.
Harding, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Pretty ELEANOR FAYE WILLIAMS is a full fledged air.
Kuykindoll, Mrs. Ester Chamline stewardess. She was awarded her wings by the American
bers, Miss Aline Skyes, Miss
Airlines last Thursday and will be based in Chicago. She'h tts
Cherly J. Bond, Miss Josephine
daughter of BERNICE WILLIAMS and JESSE L. WILLING .
Thompson, Henry Bridgeforth,
She's also an Honorary Co-Ette and a former "Miss Co-Htte",
Miss Jean Anita Lockett, Mrs.
which reminds us to ask you to support the current "Miss Os.
Evelyn Stiger, Mrs. Mattie
Ette" contestants. They're CHERI JOYNER, PEGGY PRATt
: Cleaves, Stephen Stinnette, Mrs.
Sadie Stinnette, Michael Guy,
ER, VANETTE ISHMAEL, SHARON LEWIS, CAROLE EAVLS
William Phillips, Mrs. Lottie
and LINDA WILLIAMS.
Bigham, Charles Patterson,
The Co-Ette Charity Ball December 30, promises to 1,3
Jr., and Joyce; Mrs. Henrietta
a blast for teenagers and the young college set.
L. Henderson, Mrs. Georgia
Thrash, Mrs. Magnolia Adams
and Mr. and Mrs. Will Wadlington.
MORE GUESTS
And Monica and Bryant Dewatt, Rachel Duncan, Roy Hopkins, Harry and Barry Rodgers,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Davis,
AUGUSTA, Ga. — It was no of the two men for whom the
Mrs. Estella Morgan, Mrs.
ordinary groundbreaking cere- chapel will be named.
:
Bessie Edwards, Tommy Edmony. T h e Gilbert-Lambuth
"Bishop Walter Russell Lam.
-, wards, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Memorial Chapel of Paine Col: Gill, Mrs. Alberta Burr, W. W.
lege. which will rise on the church as a missionary to AfriETOILE CLIFT
Field, Eldridge Dyson, Mrs.
Druid Park Avenue site, near ca as early as 1891. Maliy,
Pearl Turner, Mrs. Emma
the Carter Gymnasium. is the church as a missionary to M.
Harvey, Mrs. Evie Bond, B. T.
first building to be started in rice as early as 1891. Finally,
MeChriston, Mrs. Thelma Hall,
Paine College.
twenty years later, his offer
T.
PeebBrooks,
0.
Mrs. Effie
Representatives of all the con- was matched by that of
les, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas I.
tribating organizations were John Wesley Gilbert, a di.
Willard, Mrs. Minnie Matthews,
present. Bishop P. Randolph guished linguist who had hoen
Mrs. Cleophus Owens, Sr.,
Shy of the CME Church pre- the first student, first graduate,
Alice
and
Eula
Faye,
Misses
sided. After a silent prayer, a I and first Negro faculty member
•
• • • • • .4.•.• ••
Beulah Rodgers, Miss Velma
memorial invocation was made of Paine College. On their jourSmith
Mrs.
Ethel
Jones,
Lois
Msis Etole Lsv,ne Clift, a tion at Memphis State univer- by Dr. E. Clayton Calhoun, Pre- ney to the Congo in 1911, they
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. 960 Kappa Alpha Psi debusident of the college. He spoke were as brothers."
sity.
Allen.
MR. AND MRS.
tante, will become the bride of
Mr.
Jordan
was
graduated
I.ARRY TURNER
And Mr. and Mrs. General Harold Avery Jordan of Nashfrom Pearl High school in
Brown, Miss Beverly Williams, ville on Sunday, Jan. 2, in a
Nashville and is presently a
Miss Mary Lou Smith, Renee ceremony to be performed at
student at Tennessee A & I
Karen and Kelvin Harper and the Mt. Pisgah CME church.
university, where he is majorMiss Lucinda Edwards.
The bride-elect is the daugh- ing in biology. Ile plans to conter of Mrs. Mary B. Williams tinue his biological research at
RELATIVES
Out-of-town relatives at the of 1749 Netherwood Ave., and the University of Detroit.
wedding were Miss Beulah 0. A. Clift, of Memphis and Los
Miss Clift is the granddaughRodgers, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. Angeles.
ter of the late Rev. and Mrs.
Mr.
Jordan
is
the
son
of
Mr.
The sanctuary of Trinity of imported French illusion.
Following the wedding, a re- and Mrs. Ben Ilummonds, and Mrs. Ruben Jordan of William Brown, Sr., and of the
Richard Gist, and Jeremiah
CME church was the setting She carried a bouquet of white
late Dr. and Mrs. George W.
ception was given by the Poe, Woodson, Ark., and Mrs. Nashville.
7or the recent wedding uniting,carnations.
Clift.
Miss
Clift
attended
Mielrose
bride's
cousin,
Mrs.
Doretha
Marianna,
Retha Campbell,
Miss Johnnie Mae Rodgers Mrs. Harriet Nolan was maThe groom is the grandson of
universiand
Fisk
High
school
with Larry Turner. Officiating tron of honor and Mrs. Aline Dewalt, in the church reception Ark.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Tilton
at the ceremony was the pas- Bond was matron of honor. room. Mrs. Hall, the groom's Mrs. Turner is a graduate of ty, where she was a history ma- Tatum and the
late Mr. and
Air, the Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel. They wore identical dresses of mother, received in a beige sat- LeMoyne college, where she 'or. While a student at Fisk, Mrs. George Jordan of
Huntsshe was a member cf the Stage161 South Main • 527-8581
The bride is the daughter of gold satin with matching glov- in dress, while Mrs. Dewalt re- was a member of Alpha Kappa Crafters and the Modern For- ville.
Mu National Honor Society, the
the late Mrs. Charlie M. Rod. es and satin pumps. Their ceived in a white suit.
152 Madison Ave - 525-1611
The ceremony is scheduled
eign
Language
club.
She
has
algers and Clayton Rodgers. Mr. headpieces were of gold satin Assisting at the reception modern dance group. and Del so studied in the field of educe- for 4 P.M.
Turner is the son of Robert Lee trimmed in lace. They carried were Mrs. Dorothy Duncan, ta Sigma Theta sorority. She
Turner of West Memphis, Ark., bouquets of green carnations. Mrs. Lizzie Russell, Miss Mar. is presently a member of the
and Mrs. Aileen Bond Hall of Noah Bond, uncle of the garet Mann, Mrs. Emalyn Dun- faculty of Walker Elementary
Fort Wayne, Ind. •
groom, was the best man. Mar- can and Mrs. Frankie Wand. school.
Given in marriage by her vin Harper served as grooms- Among the guests were Mrs. Mr. Turner was graduated
brother, Benjamin
Rodgers, man.
Lillie Blakely, Mrs. Frances from Owen college and atMemphis State universithe bride was dressed in a
Little Miss Mars-is Renee Lloyd, Mrs. Vernell D. Ingram tends
white
satin
ballerina-length Harper. niece of the groom, Mrs. Louise Owen, Mrs. J. M ty. He is a member of the staff
gown with form -fitting bodice. was flower girl.
Lawson, Jr., Mrs. Lula Carter of Owen college.
It had an overskirt effect.
After a wedding trip to DeWedding music was given by Mr. and Mrs. Rufus E. Jones
BRIDAL GOWN
Mrs. LaVerne Kneeland Jones Mrs. Johnnie B. Donald, Mrs troit, the couple is at home at
Designed and styled by Ma- as organist and soloist. Miss Willie Brown, Mr. and Mrs 2349 Zanone Avenue.
lame Susie Bryant, it had a ;Dorothy Jones was also a soloCLIIB
jacket made of imported lace ist for the ceremony.
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Miss Etoile Clift
To Be Wed Jan. 2

Miss Johnnie Mae Rodgers
Wed In Rites At Trinity

HOW TO BORROW MONEY
WITHOUT INCREASING YOUR
PRESENT MONTHLY PAYMENT

SEE US

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY CASH

DIXIE FINANCE CO.

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

100% Human Hair

WIG SALE

CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Regular '125.00

WIG

Sale Price $69.95

. NO DOWN PAYMENT

FIRST INSTALLMENT, (TER JAN. 1, 1966

BAUMAN WIG GALLERY
141 N. Manassas
Ph 527-9511

Shelbourne Bldg North

AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITI 876
527-5508
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LINCOI.N'S DINNER PARTY — Members of the faculty and staff of Lincoln Junior High school were honored recently at a dinner party sponsored
by the PTA, and here the group is seen in the Walnut Room of the Sheraton
Motor Inn. Seated from left are Mrs. N. E. Smith, Mrs. V. Simon, Mrs. D.
Ledbetter, Mrs. S. Ware, Mrs. M. S. Draper, Mrs. F. Johnson, Miss D.
Rice, Mrs. A. B. Ware, Mrs. J. Blackmon, Mrs. L. Joyner, Mn. L. Ward,
Mrs. T. Veasy, Miss A. Williams and Mrs. M. Horne. Standing, same order,
are J. Lewis, D. Bond, Mrs. .1. Lewis, Mrs. G. Rook, Mrs. B. Abram, Mrs.

G. Williams, Mrs. H. Bats, Mrs. M. Robertson, Mrs. .1. Mamilton. Mrs. V. '
O'Neil. B. Walker, Miss C. Barr, Mrs. H. Swearengen, Mrs. D. Saulsberry,
F. Turman, Mrs. W. Tunston, L. Griffin, 0. J. Johnson, principal: K. Whalum,
C. Walker, W.,Wilburn, Mrs. M. Sargent, Miss A. Grant, P. Meacham. R.
White, Miss S. Hannah, C. Ryan, M. Larry, R. Long, Mrs. Y. Green, Mrs.
D. Atkins, Mrs. E. Moore and 1). Jones. Present but not shown are Mrs. ,
E. Young. Mrs. R. Scott, R. Green, E. Collier, L. Yancey, Mrs. M. Streag,
Mrs. S. Mons, H. King and P. Norrise. (MeChriston Photo)
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The Walnut Room at the ,enjoyed yuletide music, ex. dent of the Parent-Teachers As- dent were: Kenneth Whalum.
Miss Lorene Holmes, niece of ceived her degree in business
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The So- .
.
tdhunageddeligerieocutsingnsit,,nu
andof enjoyfillef sociation was especially graci- toastmaster; Horace King,
Ir. and Mrs. James McLean, education with the class of 1965
viet Union signed agreements Sheraton Motor Inn was the 'c
asous in her praise for the faculbecame the bride of Ernest F. She is presently employed as
in the Kremlin giving credits setting for a festive dinner
sistant principal; Mrs. M. S.
m
ignon
with
all
the
trimmings.
Johnson, Jr., in a ceremony a clerk in the bookkeeping de-I
ty
of
Lincoln,
and
her
expres- Draper,
and technical aid to Communist party, provided for the adminstate president of the
held in the home of the bride partment of the John Deere' MINNEAPOLIS', M i
— North Viet Nam, the official istrative staff and teachers at Kenneth Whalum, toastmas- sion or desire to bring about an
Parent - Teachers Association,
on Saturday, December 11. Of. company of Memphis.
even closer working relation(UPI) — A nurse's mistake re- agency Tess announced.
Charles Walker, treasurer of
Lincoln Junior High school.
,tet for the oceasion, was the ship
ficiating was Rev. Robert W
Mr. Johnson is the son of Mr.:sulted in a fatal overdose
between the teachers and
of by- It said the agreements cover- This gay holiday treat was highlight of the evening. Ile
the local association, and Wal•
florsworthy, pastor of Mt. Mon- and Mrs. Ernest F. Johnson, Sr.,1
parents
of
the
community.
drocholoric acid for an ulcer.ed "supplementary technical as- sponsored by the Parent-Teach. again proved himself to be a
lace Wilburn, vice-president
aptist church.
of 1300 Cummings st., and al
sistance, additional free econqOliver J. Johnson, principal of and program chairman.
master of the art of public
school,
en in marriage by her senior at Memphis State Uni- patient, a hospital disclosed.
mic assistance, and a Soviet cre- ers Association of the charm of speaking and, as usual, charm- the school, and Mrs, Frances
uncle, the bride's only attendant versity majoring in political' Lester G. Johnson,
failing
Other officers and board
never
The
dit
to
balance
the clearing acadminis
and delighted his audience. Johnson, his wile were seated members in attendance
was Miss Lucille Tunstall. Bill science.
,
(he holiday season was enjoyed 'ell
were
in the center of the speaker's
trator of Swedish Hospital count for 1965."
James was the best man.
A reception was held for the
Mrs. Georgia Rook, Mrs.' ErNo figures were mentioned. throughout the evening as guestl Mrs. Erne-tine Young, presi- table.
here,
said
the nurse omitted a
The bride is a graduate of couple in the home of the bride
nestine, Moore, Mr, Juleus
Others sharing the speaker's Lewis, Mrs. Nedra Smith and
Melrose High School and Beth- immediately after the wedding. decimal point and the word
Une-Cookman college at Daytona The newlyweds are at home "diluted" in copyhik
table with the dynamic presi- Mrs. D. E. Saulsberry .
a physi
Beach, Fla., from which she re-at 26e6 Barron St.
cian's prescription. As a resull
the patient, Arne Nelson, 54.
Ph. 948-7943
Ph. 946-1413
Edina, Minn., swallowed a 6
per cent hydrocholOric acid so•
lution instead of the scheduled
"Erer.yrIting Nice For The Home"
.6 per cent diluted solution.
, Negroes are a quietly grow-.PM per week is not high by,in the finishing plant of FulIi
iing trend in the lity-white pro-some regional and some hiclus-'Cotton Mills in Atlanta.
Nelson's PhYsician Dr. Ham duction line in Southern textile trial standards, but the averLET US AIR CONDITION YOUR
fin Mattson, said the solution mills. Several have as much as age weekly wage in the textile These economic prosperities
for Negroes 5tem from econowas prescribed to keep the 50 per cent Negro help on the industry for September this mic demand of a growing labHOME • CHURCH • or OFFICE
stomach lining tree of bacteria combination of production and year was $79.33, so they have or shortage and government deNorge • Sylvania - Gibson
non-production jobs, according at least average status.
ttiand for fair employment
during surgery for bleeding ulto government figures distribut- J. D. Daniely, former firm- practices. The mill most dis-;
Olympic • Zenith
Men, This is Baxter's 19th year of cutting &
cers.
ed by the American Textile er, is making three or four'cretly, accepts applications
Institute.
Manufacturers
Memphis Tenn
Brooks
Rd,
224
W.
more
than
his
tailoring fine fabrics in their own work-rooms &
former
times
in- il frorn "qualified" Negroes for
When the nurse gave the soThe Havre also indicates that come from firming. Ile works training.
lution
to
Nelson,
he
1
immediateselling Direct-To-You, Saving you all In-Between
ly developed abdominal pain. the average weekly wage for
the textile industry in Septemcosts.
The pain was relieved with a ber was $79.23, up $7.41 from
sodium bicarbonate solution, the year before. The minimum,
but Nelson died two days later, course, $1.25 per hour, $50 per,
•
40-hour week.
last Feb. 19.
There has been peaceful inJohnson described the nurse, tegration within the individual
whose name he withheld, as mills in the south. Whites and
"one of our best" and "ex, Negroes realize they must work
tremely conscientious."
in harmony. Management is
The widow, Mrs. Gretchen very cautious and leans over,
Nelson, accepted a financial backward to treat everyone
settlement from the hospital alike, both between the races'
April 30 and signed a release and within the races.
disavowing any further claim
For example, one mill has a
against the hospital or Mattson. Negro in charge of its cotton'
full Rayon Lined
She did not disclose the amount Platform, weighing and reeePt-of the settlement.
ing for every bale received amU
With Removable
stored. Negroes also are sucUnder Minnesota Law, the
cessful in a few instances as
$1595
Zipper Lining
maximum legal claim for
cloth inspectors. Some are
"wrongful death" is $25,000.
manning packaging machines
Minnesota state law requires and a few have responsible
all violent deaths, including ac- positions in the shipping decidental deaths, to be reported partment.
INreonvienrg Neoednly $
to the county medical examin- Economically, Negroes n o w
er. However, Nelson's death are a part of the national prowas not reported to the county sperity in so far as improv
medical exantiner.
position ware concerned. Then

urse trrs
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WARE'S FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
presents

ALL WEATHER COATS
$999

SLACKS

595a$695_,___

ALL 3 STORES
OPEN EVERY
NIGHT Iii.

$4 N. WATKINS
oppente
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Memphis Wig Warn Exclusive ...
Lifetime Guaranteed-Your Life
Clean. .Care. . Style at any Wig Warn Shop

7
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BAXTER'S
LAY-AWAY
PLAN!
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YEAR END CLEARANCE SALE
MODEL AND DISPLAY WIGS
3995

BU.Y YOUR 1966 FORD
FROM

New Shangri-La 16g,

HULL DOBBS CO.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR

115 South Third St.
Ph 526-8871

includes
Head Block, Carrying Case
anti 6 months FREE Styling -

As you celebrate this happy
Holiday, know that we are
thinking of you and wish you well.
For Your Pleasure
Bourbon - Brandy - Gin - Wine.- Vodka
Cosies At Cape Price

MIDWAY LIQUOR STORE
355 Beale St.
44

Ph. JA 6-9963
V•II,11

A, Ti,. teten• Ar/dtees

ASK ABOUT OUR
AUTOMATIC
FINANCE!
If you are buying a wig at Memphis
Wig Want - buy a Shangri-La monthly notes, 17--onlaining the same

Come In Today

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 South Main Street

525-1433
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Zetas Make Plans For
Blue Revue In Spring

f

The Memphis chapter of Zeta Jackson, Tenn.
Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., is mak- A ninth grade student at Poring plans already for the 1986 ter Junior High school, Miss
Blue Revue to be given some- Gordon is an active member
of the National Junior Honor
time in March.
The Bile Revue is one of the Society.
sorority's projects to raise She is the daughter of Mrs.
funds to give scholarships to de- Hattie Gordon of 1082 Beach.
serving young people.
She is a member of MetropoliAmong the first contestants tan Baptist church.
are Miss Mary Margaret HolMiss Hill is a junior at Bookley, Miss Paulette Gordon, Miss er
T. Washington High school
Laverne Hill and Photon Jones. and
the daughter of Mr. and
Miss Holley is a senior at
Mrs. Willie Hill of 399 S. firBooker T. Washiegton High
teens, Apt. 8, and a member of
school and the daughter of Rev.
Mt. Nebo Baptist church.
and Mrs. S. J. Holley of 1040
One of the favorite musicians
S. Lauderdale.
Her father is pastor of the of the Zetas, and a runner-up in
, Greater Bethel AME church in last year's Blue Revue contest,
Mr. Jones will be attempting
to win first place this year.
The Zeta's new president,
Mrs. Earline Somerville, and
the Blue Revue 'chairman, Mrs.
Rosetta Peterson, says the organization will give the community a program in 1966, which
will be "second to none."

"Ale

WICS ENTERTAIN ... Young ladies who have been screened for the Jobs Corps were entertained recently at a party
given by WICS at the Bethlehem center on Walker avenue.
The guests played games, sang Christmas carols, and exchanged gifts. A beautiful table was set with green frappe
and many delightful and decorative Christmas goodies.
Seated on the floor, from left are Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke,
Linda Can, Thelma Martin, Rita Hampton, and Mrs. Ray
Morton, director of Memphis WICS,. On second row, from

left are Addie Noah, Mary Butler, Audrey Johnson, and
Ada Webb. Standing on the back row, same, order are: Mrs.
Jed Dreifus, Barbara Johnson, Nancy O'May, Mrs. Jessie
Garner, Mrs. Walter Brooks, Mrs. Jerry Taylor, Mrs, Sam
Sheddan, and Mrs. Howard Klein. Not included on the picture are Mrs. Rosanna Perry, Mrs. Shubael Beasley, and
Mrs. H. T. Thornton. Assisting Wics as hostesses were Miss
Christine Brewer and Miss Elizabeth Prince of the Bethlehem Center.

Negro Housewife
Finishes Second
In Dixie Election

Mrs. M. L. King, 1st To
Speak In Coppin Series

‘
i
PAULETTE GORDON

RALEIGH, N. C. — A Negro
In a combination of narration housewife finished second in the
BALTIMORE, Md. — In a; mother and father, to
race
for the Democratic nounitwo day stand, combining music'teachers from elementary and singing, Mrs. King, in anation for Congress in the first
and narration, Mrs. Martin school through college who be- other appearance at the College,
District.
Luther King, Jr., told the story lieved in her. She stated as her traced the growth of the civil
of her life to a packed and ideal in life that of her mother righ,s movement from the fam- Mrs. Sarah E. Small, this
lammed audiences at Coppin and the great educator Horace ous Montgomery bus boycott state's first Negro candidate in
Mann: "One has never lived from 1955-56. She endend her in 64 years, had trailed in third
State College.
much of the way, but in
Mrs. King was the special until he has done something for story with the great march front place
Selman to Montgomery a n d late counting clinched. second,
guest of Project Y-003 which is humanity "
quoted and sang Langston ahead of Roger Jackson, a form.'
LAVERNE Hat,
preoaring teachers for innerHughes' tribute to the poor Ne- Cr state legislator.
city schools. She told the asgro mother who admonishes Veteran State Sen. Walter.
sembly of students, teachers
her son not to give up because Jones won the contest.
and citizens that she was a
"life for me ain't been no cryy- With 171 of the district's 172
culturally deprived child on a
stal stair.''
precincts reporting Jones had
farm in the black belt of Alabama. Her first school had six
Mrs. King is the first woman 25,937 votes to 6,021 for Mrs. ATASCADERO, Cali f. —
grades in one room and a pot
(NPI) — There ought to be some
to appear in the Y-003 series Small and 5,404 for Jackson.
belly,
' stove.
of lectures by nationally lam- Mrs. Small, a 38-year-old Pretty enlightening answers
To get to her second school
ous personalities who them- housewife, had sought support coming out of the current inselves rose from modest cir- from the Maio registered Negro terviews among local poor peoshe has te walk four and one
cumstances. Others in the ser- voters in the 15-county district, pie.
half miles. Fortunately, for her
third school she had teachers
Its have been Baltimore's made up of a farming and fish- They are being asked why
Mayor McIteldin, A. Philip trig area of eastern North Caro- they think they are poor and
from the North. Negro and
what they think they can do
Randclph and Mrs. King's bus- tins.
v.hite, who inspired her to go
about it.
hand, Martin Luther King, Jr.
on to Antioch College and the
Objective of the interviews.
New England Conservatory of
Others to come will include'BOOKWORM
among more than 1,000 famMusic.
Dr. Ralph Bunche of the United
{ CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI) ilies, is to develop programa
Mrs. King gave great cre-.
,1 Nations and Dr. Kenneth Clark, —
Elgie Edwards, an 18-year- of poverty based on concepts
dit for her success to her selfthe nationally famous psycholo- ow bookworm who
w
has!
acl books by the poor of their own needs,
I gist.
MRS. M. L. KING
reliance, to her uneducated
stacked to the ceiling of his rather than what others think
room, was sent tir the work- should be done for them.
N •
: house for 300 days. Police The project should have
charged him with larceny by significance, for the interviewtrick. The books belong to the ers are — for the most part —
public library.
from poor families themselves.

stmas

By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER sional people at a symposium
Departing from his text, he
here on ''The Troubled Envi- declared that there exists two
WASHINGTON, (ANP)--ARce ronment." the Vice President million jobless and "technologPresident llubert Humphrey said "all other urban problems ically". illiterate young men
; who form a great untapped
predicted despair and desola. pale by comparison."
labor reservoir."
lion for major American cities Humphrey told the business
unless he Nation becomes cap-I men who were here examining:
able "of improving the lives the Nation's major cities that
NO PERMIT
of people — largely Negro — ". . . Only as we attack simul.
taneously
the
problems
genewho live in these areas.
NOTTINGHAM, England —
whereironment
v
and socio-ecenomic
Predicting a situation
rated
by
both
the
physical
en"Watts
"
11
would look like an aftsheriff of Nottingham attended
conditions can we hope to make the opening of a new
ernoon picnic" if youth in the
pub and
sigrillicant progress in this dif- restaurant but found they could
slums are not rescued
from'ficult field."
not toast the owners. The liq- i
despair, H
Humphrey declared
The Vice President said that uor license had not been isthat the pressing problems
faringthe biggest battle for America sued in time and they had tol
cities are poor housing,
is not in Viet Nam, "it is the wait 20 minutes until they told
poor schools and inadequatl
battle in our cities."
'permission had been granted.
public service, high rates of
unemployment and crime, and
arejudice and discrimination.
Speaking to a meeting of
some 300 business and profe.-

NAACP's Ala.
Poll Tax Case
Opens
are based on a 1962 decision of
the U.S. Supreme Court, overMONTGOMERY, Ala. — turning a conviction by an Ohio
— (UPI) — A three-judge fed- Justice of the Peace who was
eral court meets Monday to paid io the same manner.
hear a suit seeking to outlaw
Alabama's poll tax and an action filed by the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP)
challenging the pay system of
Justice cf the Peace courts.
Monday's poll tax hearing is
on the issue of law alone, based FAYETTE, Miss —(UP!) —
on the Justice Department's A segregationist group planned
contention that the tax is un- to open a campaign Tuesday in
constitutional, violating the 14th support of white merchants
and 15th Amendments.
faced with a "Black Christmas'
.
The lAh Amendment guaran- boycott by civil rights forc4
tees to all "due process" and About 400 Negroes mart"equal protection of the laws" Saturday through the streets f
and the 15th says voting "shall this southwest Mississippi torn.
not be denied or abridged on munity where Negroes outaumaccount oi• race, color or pre- ber whites, to kick off a boycott
backing up desegregation devious condition of servitude."
Should U.S. Circuit Judges mends.
Richard Rives and Walter Rowland Scott, president of
Gewin and Dist. Judge Frank the Americans for the Preset.M. Johnson, Jr. uphold the vation of the White Race (AMstate's argument and declare R) called Sunday for a "White
the tax constitutional, a second buy-in" campaign here begin.
hearing will be held on the is- fling Monday to counteract the
iNegro boycott.
sues of act in the case.
Scott, of Natchez, said ell
,
The three judges were to de- culars would be sent to
the
cide the constitutionality ques- group's "80,000 members statetion on the basis of briefs al- wide" urging response from
ready on file and on the oral whites in a sixcounty area to
arguments to be heard Monday buy from Fayette merchants.
niorntine
h g.
He said he met with the maIf
case moves to an issue yor and Board of Aldermen
of fact, arguments will center during the weekend to discuss
on wh2ther the "purpose and the "buy-in".
effect" of the state's poll tax Charles Evers, state field diviolate
ne theli.S.Constitution.will rector of the National Assoiggh
Justice Department
tion for the Advancement 1.
seek to slow the tax:
— Designed to "promulgate
and perpetuate a racially segregate_d
Levied against Negroes,
"denied equal education and
employment opportunities."
— Useless as a "reasonable
means of ensuring an interested
electorate" end a deterrent to
BEAUMONT, Tex. — (ANP)
— The second of three public
voting oy the poor.
The second suit, filed by sessions on the civil rights
the NAACP, seeks the tribunals' problems of Southeast Texas
Injunction zgainst prosecution were held by the Texas State
of a Negro on reckless driving Advisory Committee to the
charges before a Justice of the U.S. Commission
on
Civil
Peace in Lowndes County.
Rights.
The NAACP suit charges that
M
Harold Young of Odessince Alabama Justices of the sa, chairman of the Advisory
Peace are paid from fines and Committee, said the meeting
costs, not by salary, the jus- In the Jefferacin County Courttices have an interest in obtain. house at Beaumont, focused on
lag convictions, and this inter- equal opportunity in employ.
est den:es defendants due pro- Lent, school desegregation,
cess of law.
and hospital and health servThe motion and complaint ices in Jefferson County.
By JAMES FELDER

Bigots Move
To Counter
'Black Yule

PHALON JONES
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Peace be with
you all during
this Holy time.
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LYN01.1 FLORAL CO.
257 So. M•en St.
Pb 525-3791
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To wish you joy and happiness for
Christmas and to extend our thanks
to our friends,
Dorothy Johnson
Wi;iiarn Jorniss Robinson
P•t•r Sanson•
Joan Hampton
Don Sonson•

SANSONE PACKAGE LIQUOR STORE
linden at South Wellington
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
.
AND
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
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60 Leaders
Joined Texas
Rights Talks

Poverty Reasons
Basis Of Study

HHH Says Watts A Picnic
Compared To Trouble Ahead

•A

In 'the true spirit of the season,
we wish you a happy and
holy Christmas.
'Oakley Ford - East
•

2255 Lamar Ave
Ph. 452-6291

ONE •
Add an extra plus to your please with the good taste of extra
dry Stag Beer.Stag tastes the way
beer should. Dry,not sweerThat'S
what makes it extra refreshing.
Join the Stag line tonight!
Distributed By

EXTRA REFRESHING -BECAUSE II'S BREWED EXTRA DRY
CARt
1116.11G cowstir.l8
t1.
L1;11U1.
7
,lt,UNOti
A. SAlarboro,
Inc. House of QualitySince

•

Moynihan Report Racial
Tract, Says James Farmer
decision of
Court, overby an Ohio
ce who was
manner.

ove
ter

We' '
—(UPI) --up planned
Tuesday in
merchants
Christmas'
his force
$ mare
e streets
ssippi toms outaum•
off a boycott
regation depresident of
the Preset.Race (APWor a "white
here begin.
unteract the
MARCH OF DIMES PRINCESSES . . . The four contestants
in the March of Dimes Contest for the Birth•Defeet Center
at Frank Tobey Childreu's hospital were crowned "March of
Dimes" princesses for raising the highest amount over MO
In the affair sponsored by the Memphis and Shelby County
Chapter of the National Foundation. Stated in front is Miss
Barnett Sandridge, a student at Memphis State university.
On back rots. from left, are Misses Linda Ward and Bar-

, said cirent to the
mbers statenonse from
nty area to
erchants.
Ith the maf Aldermen
d to discuss

bara Hall, Father Bertrand High school, and Miss Yvonne
Johnson, a graduate of Booker T. Washington High Sdhool.
As a prize, the four will receive an educational trip to Chicage next week, which will Include trips to the planetarium
and the arts and Science museum. Accompanying the four
will be Mrs. W. T. Fort and Mrs. Henry Hall. — Withers
Photo)

a substantial measure provides the fuel for a new
TYLER, Texas — Rev. Daviin NEW YORK — Its an angry secure
ism. He said it only sacMoynihan Re- of freedom until we stop sleepthe
of
analysis
F. Harris, pastor of Ebenezer
eds in taking the real (rag.
our wife's sister anti raec
with
ing
national
Farmer,
A.M.E. Church, Tyler, will be d James
buying Cadillacs instead of edy of black poverty and servof CORE, spews out bread.."
ing It up as an essentially saguest speaker at Vesper Ser- director
those In pow- It is the militant civil tights lacious "discovery" suggesting
p.m. in the his feelti.gs about
vices, Sunday,
the Moy- that Negro mental health should
Texas College Auditorium. The er who have a cocktail hour lender's opinion that
nihan Report, though well-i be the first order of business
services will center around the on the "Negro Question."
a civil rights revolution.
"We are sick unto death of enough intentioaed, merely Iii
observance of Christmas.
Rev. Harris attended Phyllis being anatyzed, mesmerized,
Weatiey High School in San 'nought, sold and slobbered ovAntonio, Texas and received the er while the same evils that
D.A. degree from Morris Brown are the ingredients of our opcollege, Atlanta. He attended pression go unattended.
Turner Theological Seminary "It has been the fatal error
where he received the B. D. de-. of American society for 300
gnse. and did additional study years to ultimately blairo the
roots of poverty and violence
at Atlanta University.
Interesting and unique Xmas gifts, oil packaged beoy.
Wally, tor women, men and children.
He has been an A.M.E. minis- in the Negro community 'upon
that
felt
I
ter for 18 years, and has had Negroes themselves.
A wide choic• of gifts; lingerie, toiletri•s, jewelry
Voting
and
Rights
ministerial experieece at St.. the Civil
notions, and many, many others.
were
we
that
James, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; laws indicated
We have o unique salisetion of stilts and Jr
St. Paul, St. Louis, Me. as as. rid of this kind of straw-man
th• Xmas holidays.
in
again,
is
it
here
but
logic,
sedate minister; Allen Chapel,
Open from 8:00 em. to 6.00 pal. Dolly
Hannibal, Mo.; Wilkes Chapel, Its most vicious form, handing
8:00 em. to 9 00 p.m. Friday & Seturdey
new
respectable
a
racists
the
Atlanta, as associate minister,
and Ebenezer A.M.E. church, weapon and insulting the intelli•
Mr. C•org• Witliams • Own•r•
Tyler, where be is currently gence of black men and women
Mrs. Th•r•s• Williams • Co•Owoer
everywhere."
serving.
Ann•tt• Heetderuan McCray • Mgr.
He is past president of the Of thu e Moynihan Report,
said:
Farmer
NAACP chapter ia Gape Girardeau, and currently, be is vice- "By laying I ii e pritnary
president of Tyler's Interracial, blame for present-day inequalInterdenonunational, Ministerial ities on the pathological condition of the Negro family and .
Alliance.
He is a veteran of the Korean community, Moynihan has proMerrv Christmas
War, and World War 11; he is vided a massive academic copa Mason, and was formerly as- out for the white conscience
A Prosperous New Year
sociated with the Human Rela- and clearly implied that Negroes in this nation will never
tions Commission in Atlanta.

LEWIS REALTY CO.
-224 South Wellington St.
Ph. Br. 2.7021
Ph 948-8890
Lillie K. Lc,..,. — President
Ted R. Brown — Sol•s Mgr.

ate field di.
cal Assoilk
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UNITED NATIONS (UPI) — European states. It calls for:
of Negroes that in Byrd's re. Not Let the Negro Go." Form- much to know is, where is the The General Assembly voted 80 — South Africa's major tradthe
which
partsin
advantage
Negroes
our
great
Byrd
the
leaves
Itirement.
er Senator
to 2 with 16 abstentions in favor ing partners to cease trading
That day when Sen. Harry etilar and the nation in general'great and promising South South has had in 300 years of
of a call for the imposition of with her.
-.Rood Byrd decided to retire have received a great break,
in the ditch with the Ne- slave labor and a hundred years ecoloomie sanctions against
— The Security Council to aprom the Congress of the United for which may Heaven he down
Any economist South Africa because of its ra- ply economic sanctions against
Rates was a great day. T h e,praised! What is Sen. Byrd's gro it is striving so bard to hold of cheap 1 .bor.
policies.
South Africa "as the only means
knows that cheap labor yields cial segregation
Senator's withdrawal should he!political and moral legacy to down,
The vote was a re-affirmation of achieving a peaceful soluhailed as one of the greatest,Virginia, the South and the na- The South today is standing at tremendous profits for the
of a resolution passed in the tion" of the apartheid ptoblein
areaks this nation has receiveci tian?
the North's "Big Gate" with hat
Special Political Committee of — Compliance by all U.N
'
n many years.
He leaves to Virginia a great in hand, bending a suppliant"oases
of
Negro
-backed
The strong
the assembly Dec. 6. The vote member states with a previousSenator is a man of con- lohnson for no other reason knee begging Northern business
yesterday became fabled for its then was 78 to one with 16 ly ordered embargo on sale of
Innimate abilities. But he was than thece moral giants sought men to come South and invest
alma and ammunition to South
'dedicated to a statesmanship to pull the Negro into the main- their czpital. If 'we subtract palms and magnolias and weep- abstentions.
ild honeythe
Africa.
The resolution adopted by
tarnished by racial prejudice. stream of a nation he has help. from the seeming prosperous ing willows Ind
47
by
sponsored
birds, Una assembly was
— An end to all U.N. techniHad it not been for this 2act, ed to build and has died to save. South the capital investments suckle and humming
le would have inevitably land- These otherwise great editors of the North, the South would Negro was doing hard !abet' Afro-Asians, Latin American and cal assistance programs
either free or at a poor and dyed in the White House.
have become so many Pharaohs be a poor place.
body of Byrd worshippers, but passing along the Byrd line "Do What this writer wants so lag rate of agcs.
few or no great advances in
the cause of better race relations and human brotherhood.
He not only leaves the cause
t race relations worsened.
• 'but little or no evidence that
he did anything to retard or
hinder the worsening.
Ile leaves in the Congress a
Senatorial calleauge who could
never qualify as a great statesman, but merely an echo of the
Byrd line. Ile leaves In the
House of Representatives a
group of Byrd underlings who
like political chicks follow the
Byrd line as little chicks follow
a scratching and clucking hen
274-2270
MR. REED, Mgr.
with perhaps one exception.
He leaves a South torn be1796 LAMAR
tween th.;.! high road of law
observance and the by-path of
leadresistance
massive
Byrd's
ership. He leaves the South in
general and Virginia in particular a press of growing power
with newspapers edited by men
of great, abilities who, instead
of attaining their potential
greatness, are turning what
could be magnificent newspapers into propaganda sheets
of convert hatred.
Yet, here was a man whose
BY GORDON HANCOCK

x. — (ANP)
three public
civil rights
'least Texas
Texas State
ee to the
on
Civil
ng of Odes.
he Advisory
he maeting
unty COLIN*
, focused on
in employ.
segregation,
health servounty.

"BARBER SHOP FOR SALE"
GOOD LOCATION
FOR INFORMATION CALL
Warren L•wis
526-9203
Ph 948-8890
ESTABLISHED CLIENTELE
544 Vance Ave.'

Ilp

TUBES BATTERIES
ROAD SERV 71
MECHANIC ON DUTY
"We Give Quality Stamps"

TIRES

The Gift He'll Appreciate
All Year Long

OL

which cnritelcdiequality
q:ltilil
OfTetcrtaithre
him Chief Priest of the Negro
ating elements of the nation
general and the South in
rticular.
Of course, here in b,s beloved
the Senator's depar-4ure into retirement has been
and
_jibe cause of great moaning
groaning and sobbing and sighing among those overt and convert Negro haters and halters'
who worship him. He is the very
idol of their hearts, but to date,
among the Negroes there has
nut been a whimper of regret.
While speaking for myself,
that I
I venture the opinion
%nice the sentiments of millions

Jr

For xtorkinfi mtufferm. tree trines
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monlly Payments
See Leo King
for The Pair Just Meant
For Him
BJR Has A
Complete Gift Section
For The Man

Mo.
Par,eats
$ 12.90
23,0
$ 34.50
$1,500.00
15.50
..3
$2,000.00....
$2,500.00....... 56.20
$110.82
"
$5,000.00

Cost Yo

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial 346-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
."It's Better to
Sorrow At a Bank"

Taylor 86 with its rich, oldThat's why today's modern people choose Old
Kentucky
"New" is not always "best." flavor so smooth arid mellow it's better than "new." Try
ld
-year-o
78
flavor.
and Louisville, Ky.
fashioned
Frankfort
Co.,
Distillery
Taylor
Old
The
Proof,
86
Straight Bourbon Whiskey,

A.
I.
C.
D.
E.

.29t
String Of 12 Candy Canes, 4" Size ..
57t
Canes
Candy
Delicious
12
01
Package
67t
Jumbo Bag Of 40 Striped Canes
20 Oz. Box Of 'Poinsettia' Assorted Milk Chocolates ....... 99t
_.2.19
3 lb. Box Of Brachs Assorted Chocolates, Reg. 2.59

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

SPORTS
HORIZON

• The 10th annual Holiday Bas- 1 to battle LeMoyne college's
ketball Tournament for high Magicians on the Bruce Hall
schools sponsored by LeMoyne, court. Game time is 8 o'clock.
College is scheduled for Bruce The game is being sponsored
11111111111.1111EIMBy BILL LITLITTLE
Hall, Dec.'27-29.
lby the LeMoyne Alumni Club
Jerry C. Johnson, athletic did of Memphis and promises to be
HAMILTON FAVORED
leans Monday and Tuesday to rector at LeMoyne, said
l a real classic.
the
After the Prep League Jam- participate in the Dillard Invi- tourney
will be conducted under The Magicians will tune up
boree pulled the curtain on the tational, but Coach Jerry John- TSSAA regulations,
for this big contest by particibasketball season three we.ks son will hurry back to direct Trophies will
be awarded to. paling in the Dillard University
ago, the favorites to dethrone the annual LeMoyne High the four top teams.
TSSAA will Tournament at New Orleans,
Carver as league kingpins were School Invitational which runs give the first and
second place Dec. 27-28.
twri teams that have never won three days. The busy Johnson trophies and LeMoyne will pro- Following
the clash with
the league championship. In the will have to divide his many vide the third and fourth place Southern,
LeMoyne will play
history of the league Hamilton duties to get his Magicians awards.
five home games in Bruce Hall
and Melrose have been denied ready for fastbreaking Southern
The tournament will be direct- during the month of January.
the honor of wearing the circuit University January I at Bruce ed by Robert M. Ratcliffe, pub. They'll meet Florida A&M, Jan.
crown. This is a n tw day and Hall. The Jaguars edged out lie relations director for the col- 7; Dillard, Jan. 10;
Knoxville,
one of the unlucky quintets Arkansas AM&N for the South- lege, and Emmitt Simon, Sr., Jan. 11; Alabama A&M,
Jan
could very well come out on western Athletic Conference local athletic official. Coach 29, and Tuskegee, Jan. 31,
top.
championship and a trip to the Johnson will be in New Orleans The Magicians are now 5-2
While Hamilton's recent fine NAIA tourney in Kansas City Eight teams, the first to re- overall and 3-2 in conference
spond to invitations, are entered play. They defeated Lane twice,
performances give the Wildcats last season.
the edge over the field Carver Dr. W. S. Davis of Tennessee for the Dillard University Tour- 95-73 in Memphis and 84-71 in
Jackson, Tenn., and stopped
is by no stretch of the imagina- A&I revealed before the Grant- nament.
lion counted out nr the possibil- land Rice Bowl that the Univer- n LeMoyne's Holiday Tourna- Fisk in Memphis, 90-81.
T e for high schools.
The Magicians suffered their,
ity of successfully defending its sity would dangle into the pro- merit
tourney begins at 6 p.m. two conference defeats in the
motional business in order to.
title.
Monday,
Dec. 27, with Wood- state of Alabama where they
The Cobras figure to yield. insure TSU hIlowers of tap stock
going against Manassas. usually draw untold amounts of
nothing without a real struggle, , notch football competition.
It
will
be
Father Bertrand and i penalties. Alabama M.:NI won
and if Melrose doesn't play to Almost llalf of the Big Blues Booker
H. Washington at 7 p.m., 93-89 at Normal and Alabama,
es and i
its potential, it will be Carver nine regular season games
Carver versus Lester at 8 and State went ahead 112-107 at
Ball
and Hamilton matching baskets the Rice Bowl tie ul
Geeter and Hamilton at 9.
Montgomery.
down the stretch for the city State drew over 10,000 fans, a Semi-finals start
Tuesday CHURCH GIVES
NOW HEAR THIS
. 'Tennessee's star quarterback, Eltact game, called football, with Ball State College of Indiana
title. The three contenders have record year for attendance.
night, Dec. 28. at 8, and the fin- Greer Chapel AME Church,
dridge Dickey, shakes hands with Tennessee's Gov. Frank
In the Grantland Rice Bowl played in Murfreesboro, Ten.
a combined total of 12 Was The A&I prcxy was asked the als will come off Wednesday
1480
Ash
street,
(Douglass Clement and rt•ceives final instructions from Coach John
nessee. — (Photo by: Gene Robinson)
against a single defeat. Carver future of Hale Stadium, obvi- night, Dec. 29, at 9, with the community)
presented
its
mass
Merritt before the "Blue Tigers" engage in a physical conis 5-0, ilamilton 4-0, and Mel- ously too small for the crowds consolation contest going off at choir in a
Christmas
Cantata—
rose has posted a 3-1 marks."he State drew this year. Dr. Davis 8.
"The Melody of Christmas,"
Golden Wildcats
only loss said that plans to increase the Southern's Jagaurs due
last Sunday.
came at the hands of Hamilton. seating capacity are just about Southern university's powerful Rev. S. W.
Houston is the Pascomplete, and the additional
basketball squad from Baton tor, and Lucious Lemar is the
Despite losses to Carver and
seats should be available by Rouge,
La., comes to town Jan. director of the choir.
Hamilton, Washington, a team
next fall.
with good balance and depth,
The Family and Operator would like to wish
W
should have a lot to do with deall relatives, friends customers...
9
1
ciding the ultimate league vietor. Lester, Douglass, ManasI
A Merry Christmas And
A Georgia company is adver- firm is advertising for engi- W
Jells and Father Bertrand should
W.
tising in Ebony Magazine for neers and scientists to work on W
have a spirited fight for the top
. A Happy New Year
Negro executives,
the new C-IA jet airlifter for
i
of the second division.
i
.
Lockheed - Georgia Company the Air Force.
i s
993 Ford Place
Ph. 948-2307
WOODSTOCK TOUGH
The grand opening of the Alof Marietta, Georgia, has a full- The full-page ad Pictures a 1
Woodstock has most of its cy Acres Town and Country Carver and Hamilton con-.The Golden Wildcats edged page ad
1
Mrs. Loyce M. Corr — proprietor
—
plus a column on the well-dressed Negro, slide rulei
team back that was a surprise Club will be held on Sunday Untied to win in league play to Geeter, 66-61. and Hamilton adjoining page
Mrs. Minnie Butler — Operator
— in the De in hand, and urges, "If you're; I
in - the regional tournament night. Dec. 26, starting at 9, stay unbeaten as the Prep romped over ap evi e, 85-54. (:neonnI tbieyr
e
zineof
the Negro thinking about making a move 1 Isaamaignavz,m5sacsamt
ammixialgamamagia68anommilamik
last March, and thus far the ' and will feature Willie Mitchell
LEAGUE STANDINGS
magazine,
League schedule allows for two
right now, make it a big one."
Aggies, strictly a hard press- and his band.
TEAM
W. 1.
PCT. The firm is looking for Negro The adjoining column lists 22
—
weeks
Christmas
of
holidays.
In
ing run-and-shoot aggregation,' All members of the old 1Vin.
Carver
5 0
1.000 engineers and scientists for ma- different categories in which
have compiled a 11-1 season demere Town and Country club last week's action Carver had Hamilton
4 0
1.000 jor executives and professional executives and professionals
In a recent game that are invited to the dance to re- unexpected trouble with Father Melroscd.
750 level jobs. .
1
are needed, and the ad spells
me
'
rose
was won in the last minute 87- new their memberships and to Bertrand before downing the Washington
3
2
.667
A division of Lockheed Air- out, "Lockheed is an equal op85 over Washington, the Aggies bring prospective members to Thunderbolts, 52-47. Washington Lester
1
3
.250 craft Corporation, the Georgia portunity employer."
had to call on its superior overthe club.
had
employed
11
Douglass
.200
1 4
all
,,,, to overcome Manas- Manassas
against the Warriors by the end' Joseph Westbrook is chair- , strength
1 4
.200 (
, man of the board of directors sas "'''''
of the first half.
Bertrand
0 4
.0G0
In other games Hamilton put
Oddly enough there isn't an ' of the new club:
ldown a stubborn challenge by
'
undefeated team in the region, ,
f. UNEXPECTED
'1 Douglass to hike a mere five
however, Woodstock would have LABOR SHORTAGE
halftime margin to a con. WHIPPS CROSS, England —
to be considered the best look- Chicago's employment agents!point
vincing 91-67 victory. Melrose (UPI) — Army frogmen, in an
ing outfit in the area at this reported that economic condi dumped Lester
69-61, and Wood- exercise in which they search
time. Woodstock's lone defeat, tions are so good that a labor stock plastered Nianassas
90-56 ponds near here, reported find was to Hamilton on a late bag- shortagehas developed along in a non-league battle. Melrose
ing : five sets of stolen c3r
ket which put both teams scor- , Chicago's West Madison Street,and Hamilton
also added victo- plates, four telephone coin
ins over the century mark. "skid row."
'ries from non-league opponents, boxes and an adding machine.
Mamilton also has one defeat,'
the loss evened a two game series with Woodstock at 1-1.
CAGE MENU
Starting earlier this week
with the Memphis State Classic:
at the Itlid-South Coliseum, local fans will have a variety of
activity in the round ball sport
to select from over the holiday
season. In the second annual
MSU Classic with the host Tigers are Texas, Northwestern
and Missouri coached by former Memphis State mentor Bob
Vanatta. Indiana defeated MSU
for the title last year.
LeMoyne will be in New Or-

Firm
i Puts Ad In Ebony ii
1
For
Negro
Execu
tives
Carve
And
r
Hamilton s
New Country Club
•
Will Open Sunday Carers Still
Unbeaten

LOYCE BEAUTY SHOP

/

TRI-STATE Advertisements
Tell Where The Buys Are
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OVER 75 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

Have Something
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The Yule brings
spiritual blessings ...
love and joy ... more
than at any time in
the year. So we wish
you a full share of
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Christmas happiness.

CALL JA 6-8397

LOW BANK FINANCING
UP TO
36 MONTHS TO PAY

234 Hernando
Memphis, Tenn.

Foamy-approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
341 Oath—iA 1.8201 Sr IA 71181
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46c7(7'eeci
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 P0?( AR (Al MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1610 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children
In School - Shop Montesi Today

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED CHICKEN

Pioneer
GO TIGERS GO ... Tennessee A&I State University's
"Aristocrat of Bands, the Marching IN" joins the cheering
section and makes whoopee as the Tigers are on the march

playagainst Ball State College in the Grantland Rice Bowl
ed recently in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
(Photo by Gene Itobinson)

TSU Cagers Return
With A 4-0 Record

moved
NASHVILLE — United Press coach Harold Hunter
and
International sixth ranked Ten- Watkins to the pivot spot
took the
essee State cagers returned the homegrown eager
6-8
ome for final examinations siarting middle spot from
team
with a perfect 4-0 record after Ed Johnson who led the
and
picking up the Portland, Ore- in rebounding last year
gon-staged Knights of Colum- pas second in scoring.
Basketball Watkins burned the twines for
Invitational
bus
90-81
tournament crown and a crucial 23 points us the season's
Saints
95-76 win over Pan American opener against Jamaco
In Kena's Little Garden before
College in Edinburg, Texas.
dribble
Homegrown piv.otman, Henry taking over the K. C.
Watkins
Watkins, led the Tigers' scor- derby. In Orgeon.
again for 23
ing with 103 points or 25.7 played strings
swept
points per game. Watkins, while the go-go crew
81-67 for a
vi-hose parents, work at Tennes- past Fordham
ty of
see State; was the first Pearl chance to face the Universi
nship.
Iligh school basketball player Idaho for the champio
en challed
to be selected to the National. The go-go Hunterm
K.C. tttle
High School All-America team Idaho 104-93 for the
a tournaand the-first Negro from a Ten- and Watkins sored
points and won
nessee High School to be so ment record 34
a place on the alt-tournament
honoreeL._ ,
son, Watkins played ream along with team mate
Last"
27 points
forwarir'and at 6-5 his coil Johnson who scored
spring 'legs enabled him to re- in the fray.
103rd point
bound With the tallest players Datkins tallied his
4-0 season against
an a basketball floor, but the of the perfect
by sinking
forward spot hampered his Pan American five
nine field goals and five of six
hooting range.
line.
In early practice this yea: from the charity

BISCUIT MIX

4'/2 Lbs. and Up

Lb.
39
Libby's

19c

151/2*

OCEAN SPRAY

AL
ME
Plain or Selfrising

25 CRANBERRY
SAUCE

111
Tennessee's plvotman, Henry WatTIGERS WIN All
to
kins, fresh from the road with four straight wins, listens
foes.
future
their
for
tips
some
on
head coach Harold Hunter
n
Already on the Tigers' list of victims are Pan America
College of Texas, the Jamaco Saints, Fordham University,
and the University of Idaho.

BLabg.
3 LIMIT

N

o

FOR

SETS EIGHT MARKS

:1
voiu•
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding it.,
•
end tobacco •Is
• . 'cif coupon m•rchandise (fresh milk
tt
On• coupon per
isscluded in compliant., with star. low).
A'N. cuotorn•r. Coupon expires Noon Tu•sd•y D•c, 28:•

Mays Takes Fifth
Slugging Crown

Uk,

16 Oz. Can or Pkg.
FRESH WHOLE

FRED MONTESI,/''IVy

DURKEE'S
Angel Flake .

in each game to
CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI)I fielding coances
mark for pitchers.
— Willie Mays is the slugging set another
There were more one-hit
Sst National Leaguer of them
(15) pitched last season
games
league
more
eight
set
he
all and
any other year by N.L.
than
it.
prove
to
season
last
marks
pitchers and 10 players who hit
Slays, Sandy Koufax, Ted 30 or more home runs in the
`3pahn
Warren
Abernathy and
league constituted a new high.
led a National League assault
season
last
books
on the record
that saw 20 major league marks
set and 20 more tied.
Forty N.L. records tumbled
gland 14 more were matched,s.according to official statistic
Willie won the slugging crown
with a .615 average. It was
the second straight time Mays
has won the title and the fifth
times over-all. His lifetime .593
percentage is a league record.
Slays set a major league
mark by appearing in 150 or
mom games for the 12th time,
while Kontos of the Dodgers
and Abernathy of the Cubs
cracked three major league
wish., Vise A
marks each.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Dandy Sandy became the first
And A
pitcher to hurl four no hitters,
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Much Jay lo Wished For All
struck out a record 382 men and
raised his total for 10 or more
CARMEL'S BEAUTY SALON
324 Hernando
strikeouts in a game to 82.
nce
Ph 527-3056
Abernathy's 84 appeara
and
w as a record for pitchers
accepted
n lief pitchers and he

COCONUT

350

14 Oz.
2 LIMIT

'6$

DUKES
CORN OIL

SALAD DRESSING
at

294

COLONIAL
BROWN 'N SERVE

ROLLS
19t
FRED MONTESI

O
OLE
QTRS. 16oz.

LIMIT 2
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•
,
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May peace be with you and
goodwill reign over you during
this joyous Christmas season.

OWEN COLLEGE

367 Union

211110 Summer
323-5594

Limit 3

Oz. •
Honey Suckle

*

See Teen Specials on
all new & used cars'

38CD.
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:Ky. Job Corps Library
Expands Its Facilities

Faubus' Jobs-For-Negroes
Bid Arouses Suspicion

CAMP BRECKINRIDGE, Ky. of a public library," says Bill
— Library facilities at the Gray
Marion, 111., circulation
•Breckinridge Job Corps Train- librarian.
-ing Center have opened a whole
.new world for many of the 350 Gray, who attended Southern
Illinois University, is employed
'students.
"These youths show a rever- at the Western Kentucky Job
ence for books that you don't Corps Center operated by the
•find among the average patrons university under a contract with
the Federal Office of Economic
Opportunity.

JOY RIDING

The Breckinridge Library was
WICHITA, Kan. — (UPI) — started from scratch and Gene
Leona Hickman, who had a Birithimer of Macomb, Ill., head
*crap with her husband and librarian, made the initial se.came to police headquarters, lection of fiction, nonfiction, voskills
publications,
:barefoot and wearing only a cational
magazines and newspapers.
negligee and robe.
The complaint officer said Because in the early days it
ihe would have to wait her was thought most Job Corpsturn to see the patrol captain. men would be school drop-outs,
many of the books selected were
Dejected, she walked out to the
at the grade and high school
police parking lot.
level.
Officers soon discovered a "Experience ha; shown there
paddy wagon was missing.
is a greater demand for adThey found Mrs. Hickman vanced level reading," Birkhipitting in the wagon in North mer said, "and our recent orWichita. "She said she was go- readingAn fact, we have seven
ing to get service one way or students taking college credit
another," an officer reported courses, and 19 enrolled in colshe did. Police promptly book- lege prep courses."

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
Floor Models Reduced
$1000°
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELIl Open Nifes 'Tif 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Phone PA 3-1171 2 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611

PROUD PARENTS
Miss Debra Johnson, left, a senior at A
& T College who was crowned "Miss A &
T" for the current school year, chats with

her proud parents, Mr. and Mrs. Drayton
Johnson of Columbia, S. C.

Mother Sues Klan
Leader For Fraud

MARYVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI) alleged misuse of Klan funds.
—A mother and her son charg- He has been bound to the Hayed Grand Dragon Raymond wood County Grand Jury and
Anderson of the Tennessee Ku is free under $2,000 bond.
Klux Klan with obtaining "I'm not surprised at anymoney from them under false thing that Gilbert Myers would
Dear time Chante:
Ito correspond with a nice lady
pretenses.
try to do," Anderson said. "I I would like to
hear from who is reliable and sincere. Will
Anderson, who lost an arm in am sure that this is in retalia- women between the ages of 35 exchange photos.
the Korean War, said the charge tion to his being charged with and 40. Must be honest and
Lenwood Harris
against him was lodged because larceny and embezzlement in clean in all respect.
8244 S. Maryland
of charges he earlier had West Tennessee.
Chicago 19, Ill.
I am a working man; veteran,
brought against another Klan "This warrant was sworn out early 60's, 5 ft. 7 inches tall, Dear Mme Chante:
by a friend of Myers," Ander. 150 lbs.
leader.
I am a Jamaican lady in my
Justice of the Peace Ilarold son continued, "and I do not
Jerome Spicer
forties. Interested in corresAtchley said he signed a war- have any idea of what he
ponding with an American
Capps Hills
(Myers)
may
have
put
in
their
rant sworn out by Mrs. Hazel
gentleman — one with good
Waverly, Tenn.
minds.
Headrick and her son, Ronny,
principles. Must be well eduDear Mine Chante:
who charged Anderson "s o I d "I am certainly not guilty of I am a Jamaican lady who cated, have good habits a n d
any
wrong
doing
and
the
recthem some books but never dewishes to correspond with needs the good care of a
ord will prove it."
livered."
American gentlemen.
worn an. He must be in his'
The feud between Myers and
I am in my fifties, 5 feet, 4 fifties or early sixties.
Andcron called it a "retalia- Anderson
erupted earlier this inches tall, weigh 150 lbs. InAlbertine Bolan
tory move in connection with month after
the charges were terested in one who is in his late
32 Winward Rd.
charges brought by me against filed against
Myers. Anderson fifties — preferably a minister.
Kingston 2, Jamaica
Gilbert Myers."
accused the West Tennessee
Mary Griffins
official
of conducting a "smear
Myers, former King Kleagle
29A Giltress St.
Higher Pay
of the Tennessee Klan, was campaign" in an effort to eleKingston 2, Jamaica
UNITED NATIONS — (NPI)
charged with larceny and em- vate himself to the Grand Dear time Chante:
bezzlement in connection with Dragon's post.
I am a young man who wishes — Higher wages for United Nations guards, principally Americans, is the crux of a new campaign being launched by, of all
people, the Soviet Union's chief
delegate, Nikolai T. Fedorenko.
CAN YOU USE
Wage for the 175-man UN force
is from $4,990-$6,470. White
MORE
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Home Administration made
2, House guards get $6,010-$8,570,
nation's low-income farmers 025 economic opportunity
loans while New York police get V,and other rural people are find amounting to $3,597,550 to help 03048,483.
ing valuable new sources of in low-income farm operators and
IS CONVENIENT
come from businesses and serv other rural residents establish
AI LOCATIONS
ices developed with war on small businesses and services.
K PORI FOLK) lIK( YOU
PRELIRINTIAL
poverty loans, Secretary o
"These nonagricultural loans,"
SUPVICI
Agriculture Orville L. Freeman Secretary Freeman said, "are
reports.
enabling many boxed-in lowSecretary Freeman said that income rural families to imsince last June, the Farmers prove their earning capacity."

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Rural Families Get New
Lift Through Credit Aid

New Shot
May Be
In March
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CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET

GOOD CREDIT WILL GET YOU HOT DEALS
NO MONEY DOWN IF YOU ARE SHORT ON CASH!!
WILL FINANCE
delper Hardtop Impala, F:11 Power and An,

'63 Ford
Caleole 2.deor Hardie', 5.5, Automatic Trent.

'57 Chevrolet .
Stunt COUPII. v-i, Automat,.
'55 Chevrolet
4-eleor,S cyl‘ader. Stanelaof TrO111.

'65 Chevrolet ...
Impale Hardtop.

Autome54.

'64 Chevrolet
Impel& Semi Coots. 5-2, Straight 21,ire.
'54 Chevrolet
4-door,• cyl,nder, Straight Drive.

WILL FINANCE

$1293.58 '59 Chevrolet
Impala 2 door H•rdtop. v-1 end &Osmotic.
$1102.23 '61 Chevrolet

$998.21

$461.55 '63 Chevrolet •
$1470.82
V.1 Aufornabc. Full Power and At,.
$296.22 '60 Chevrolet
• $869.45
2-door H•rdtop. V.5, Stendard Transmiss1ea and Prover Steermo.
$1946,33 '61 Ford
$793.99
Galaele 7-door. Va, Automatic. Double sharp!
$1511.18 '63 Ford
$1008.65
galmis 500 1-door H•rdtop. 5-8 and Automatic.

$238.29 '53 Chevrolet
2 door H•rdtop. 6 ghnder and

$201.44
Vended T•ansmisoon.

DON'T WAIT! INSTANT FINANCING!
CALL NOW!
USED CAR DEPARTMENT
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO
SERVEYOU!!
CALL OR COME BY TODAY
AAVAAA iikAAAAAVAAAAAVAVVA\AJAVAVAVAVAA4VA\AAA IVA /AAAAAAA,AAA.
—a

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
X-MAS SPECIALS
until Dec. 24

Super-Kem Tone Reg. 6.95 For 6.00
ALL BRUSHES 10% OFF

New Subscription Order

El
A
cJ

AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY
COLLISION
Hard to Place
for Driver
Who lost Their
License
Low Rate for
Under Age
Driver's
SR 22 Filing
MONTIllY
TERMS

THE NEW TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Ii

TO

Zone No

Street Add'.,.

City

State

Classified Ads...•

HELP WANTED

Special Services

PRINTERS WANTED

(Male and Female)
SPACE CENTER, Houston — Linotype
operators,
proof- ,
United States Space teams ap- readers and floormen. Only expeared to have taken a giant perienced personnel should apstep in commie conquest this ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
weekend, as Gemini 6 and Gem- Chicago Defender, 2400
S.
TERMITES-ROACHES
ini 7 wound up their historic Michigan Ave., Chicago 0618,
WATER BUGS-RATS
rendezvous in space.
Illinois.
Licensed and Bonded
This much was clear, long be SALES PEOPLE
— MALE AND FEore the final decision came on male. Part or runtime. Good com- ; CALL Us BEFORE YOU ARC
EABARRASSED
mission.
Apply
in
person,
1459
a.
whether or not to let Gemini 7 Bellevue. Phone 948-1182.
make its originally Saturday
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
splash-down or whether to bring
CALL
t back to earth a day or so
early because of trouble in one Votes 10007, Human Orie tal Hair
Handmade. 'Value at $180, our Priee
of its fuel cells.
$90. Machin• made, value at $90. Low
A winch lifted the dripping as 345. Caen and Layway plan. Agent
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Wanted. Hodson Barbee import & ExGemini 6 capsule with its hu- port. 5108 Hors Lake Rd., Memphis',
FA 7-6033
Ph. 398-1088.
man cargo to the vast deck of Tenn,
he U. S. carrier Wasp, mark'ng the first time American astronauts had stayed aboard a
space :raft as it was hoisted to
the rescue ship.
The successful 6-7 space mission has put the U. S. a step
ahead of itself in the manned
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
space program, bringing t h e
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS e LUGGAGE
next shot approximately three
months ahead of schedule, acAND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
cording to Dr. George E. Mut
MONEY LOANED
er, associate administrator for
manned space flight for the NaON AIL ARTICLES OF VALUE
tional Aeronautics and Space
176 a 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
administration.
The top NASA official said,
"We have demonstrated that
we can recover and hold our
manned space schedules. We
LOAN OFFICE
are ahead of mission objectives
.. ."
162164.166
BEALE
ST.
He added that the next Gemini flight, GT-8, is scheduled to
be launched in March, or per- . MONEY TO LOAN
haps sooner.
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
The Titan 2 rocket for the
GT-R shot is expected to be de.
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
livered by the Martian comNO LOAN TOO SMALL
pany sometime before the end
.
of the year.
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
Experts at the cape expressed
confidence that the five remain
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
Mg two-day Gemini missions
can be completed in 1986.

SOMERVILLE

Special Services

O.Z. EVERS
LPN.

ATHAN'S
LOAN

li

FFICE

EPSTEIN

'NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State DefendeNelivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

INSURANCE
AGENCY

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to
you weekly.

OPEN NIGHTS
948-5785

YOUR NAME

257 SOUTH
PARKWAY W.

6

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

EXTERMINATING CO.

$593.22

Impala 2-door Hardtoo. V-8 and Automatic.

1734 S. Bellevue — Ph 946-5396

PEST

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

CREDIT
PROBLEMS?

ROBINSON'S BLDG. MATERIALS
St SUPPLY

Special To The DAILY DEFENDER)

WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAYE YOU COLD CASH

'62 Chevrolet

avowed intention to place them Winthrop Rockefeller, make
LITTLE ROCK — (NP!) — on state boards and commis- a strong pitch for it.
tongue-in-cheek
Negro
Those
sions, "for the good of the enpolitical observers who cast a tire people, not for the Negro A few Negro, leaders are
pointing to a Negro registrawary eye on Arkansas' Gov. alone."
tion of between 150,000 and 200,Orval E. Faubus' recent advances toward providing high Last week, George Henry, 000 next year. A permanent or
state posts for Negroes, were a Little Rock Urban League di-IganizatIon, sparked by Mrs.
little more vocal last week rector, was named to the Se- Daisy Bates, NAACP president.
about his "peace-making" ra- nate Manpower Development turned out in large rumbers to
council. Before his appointment,'register.
cial trends.
Although the governor is keep- Negroes had served only on
However, Mrs. Bates suffered
ng his plans for a seventh term boards of Negro institutions.
a stroke midway in the drive,
to himself — he had said he
would relinquish the Governor's Up to that time, his hiring and it collapsed. Last week,
office in 1966 — evidence is "Most of the hiring," one said, she indicated that her workers
mounting that he may seek to "has been for federally-financed have about 125,000 Negroes
programs where there is pres- signed up, and the drive will
succeed himself.
be on again soon.
Added impetus is given this sure from Washington.
thinking by the hiring of more "We don't blame him for Indicating that Negro leaders
Negroes for state jobs and his capitalizing on it politically, are not counting Faubus out as
but if he's serious, we want contender for these
votes, one
him to start with the state leader said: "The
Negro iote
board of education."
is not going to be in the bag
The Negro vote, however, for anyone. If
Rockefelle4
may be significant if the gov- doesn't go after it,
he won't get
ernor's Republican opponent, it."

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis,
Tennesee

